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• ROTC
Gay Air Force ROTC cadet disenrolled, policies in questionBy Melissa Adams
Staff Write,
Neal Snow is a senior psychol -
ogy major, president of the Senior
Skulls Society and a brother of
Alpha Phi Omega fraternity.
Neal Snow is also gay, a fact
which is fine with Snow and fine
with the University of Maine, but
very unacceptable to UMaine's de-
tachment of the Air Force's Re-
serve Officers Training Corps, of
which Snow is a cadet.
Because of Defense Depart-
ment regulations banning gays
from rni I itary service, Snow-a third
year cadet-is currently undergo-
ing disenrollment procedures.
Snow is the first ROTC cadet to
be disenrolled since the universi-
ty's non-4iscrimination policies
came into effect in 1987.
While Snow's dismissal from
the corps is legal and valid according
to Defense Departmen regulations
and procedures, it is in direct viola-
tion of the University of Maine's
non-discrimination policy, which
states "...the IIniversity shall net
discriminate and shall comply with
applicable laws prohibiting discrim-
ination on the grounds of race, color,
religion, sex, sexual orientation, na-
tional origin or citizenship status,
age, handicap, or veteran status in
employment, education, and all oth-
er areas of the University."
The dismissal is also in viola- year that 1 began to identify being
non of a section of the policy which gay in a positive way.
states "Consistent with this policy, "I always thought it was some-
the University has a responsibility thing wrong. When I realized it wasn't
to: ...assure employment and edu- wrong to he gay, I started the whole
cational practices free of discritni- process of coming out," he said.
nation," th,. forcing the universi- Snow went to his commanding
ty and its community to reexamine officers last Monday and informed
the debate of ROTC, its anti-gay them. He said the remaining disen-
policy and its place on campus. rollment procedure is "just paper-
Snow had been in the Air Force work" and expects to be official re-
ROTC program for three years and moved from the program by next
had recently signed his contract to week. Despite recent events, he holds
become aconunissionedofficerupon no grudges against his former com-
graduation. After graduation. Snow manding officers or the program.
was obligated to four years of active 'They've been very supportive,"
duty in the Air Force and two addi- he said. "I love the program; I'd go
tional years in the Reserves. In addi- back to it tomorrow if they'd let mein.
tion to his commission contract, "I just want the policy
Snow also signed papers before join- changed," he said. "I don't want to
ing the corps swearing he was not see them kicked off caiapus. I
gay, when in fact he knew he was, would like the university to take
"It was in the back of my mind some action. It is a blatant viola-
(when I first joined)," he said. "I tion of their (non-discrimination)
hoped it would go away." policy. The university funds them,
Snow said he knew when he re- gives them money, gives them al-
turned to school this year he was most anything they want, but it's
going to come out, but wanted to wait discrimination.
until after the presidential elections. "The university is being hypo-
"!was waiting for C"^•on to gct critical," Snow said. "It's political,
elected," Snow said. "He has stated plain and simple: they don't want
he would change it (the policy)." to offend anyone and they want to
Snow said he came to terms stay conservative."
with his sexuality last year and word If the ROTC does not change
has gotten around campus fast. its policy. Snow said he believes a
"I knew I was gay for a long three-year phase-out program
time, (I knew) before high school," should be instituted.
he said, "but it wasn't until last See ROTC on page 14
• AUBG
Orendorf replaces Lave
as president of AUBG
By Michelle Ashmore
Staff Writer
The American University in
Bulgaria (AIMG), now in its sec-
ond year, has named Dr. J. Michael
Orenduff as its interim president,
under a one-year contract.
Orenduff began his duties on
Sept.15.
he replaces Edward B. Laver-
ty, who left Bulgaria for medical
reasons.
Orenduff was the president of the
University of Maine at Farmington
for four years. He said he is looking
forward to the new challenge.
"It's an historic time to be in
Dr. J. Michael Orendorff, seen here at UMaine last year, has
been named President of the American University in Bulgaria
Eastern Europe, where the world is
changing rapidly. I'm very happy
to be part of it," he said.
Orenduff was chosen to lead
AUBG under recommendations
from University of Maine Presi-
dent Fred Hutchinson and UMaine
System Chancellor Robert L.
Woodbury.
"We agreed the right person for
the job is Mike Orenduff," Hutchin-
scn said.
'The appointment was also re-
viewed by the AUBG Board ofTrust-
ees, who made the final decision.
"His appointment does much
to ensure that this next year will be
a very productive one for the
AUBG," Hutchinson said.
Besides the position at UMaine-
Farmington, Orenduff has al so been
vice president for academic affairs
at West Tex as State University, dean
of the School of Social Sciences at
Weber State College in Utah, and
chair of the philosophy department
and interim dean of liberal arts at
See AUBG on page 15
Neal Snow, Air Force ROTC cadet: "l love the program, I just
want the policy changed." (Kiesow photo.)
4, Parking
Parking continues
to be controversial
By Heath McKay
Volunteer writer
A perennial problem at any uni-
versity involves parking. There are
too many cars and too few spaces
convenient enough for drivers to
want to park in.
As in years past, complaints over
the parking situation have accom-
panied the beginning of the fall
semester at theliniversity of Maine.
"I am afraid to leave the cam-
pus for kaii that there will not be a
space even remotely close to my
dorm when I return." Ralph Nor-
wood, a second-year student at
UMaine, said.
"If you are a commuter you
have to get here 10 minutes early
in order to find a parking space
that is not one mile away," Kate
Dubee, a comi-nuter student, said.
Students are not the only peo-
ple who feel the parking crunch.
Employees also have their share of
complaints.
"If we leave to go to lunch, we
will not find a place to park when
we return. It is not a problem in the
morning or the summertime," two
employees said.
"If 1 get here after 8:30 in the
morning, I can forget finding a
place to park. Once I got here at 10
a.m. and it took me 25 minutes to
find a space," a vender said.
"I know there is not a (parking)
problem. 'There are over 7,035 park-
ing spaces on campus," Eleanor
Miller. parking coordinator, said.
"We have sold 8.251 decals so
far this year, which includes night
students, visitors, employees and
students at the Bangor campus,"
she said.
The current system of paying
for decals is only a few years old
and many wonder where the $25
fee students pay for a parking
decal goes. Miller said the money,
in excess of $206,275, is strictly
used for improvement and expan-
sion of existing lots.
Another recent aspect of Public
Safety's parking policy is the prac-
tice of hourly ticketing in lieu of
towing. This means more ticket
fines for students who park illegally.
Sec PARKING on page 15
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• Jobs
Co-op experience gives students advantages
once or twice during their experaa
-(. e
it at work." 
office currently has a listing of around 400
they're out there. that this is important. If
to take what I've learned in school and apply
"The student needs to know that while
Thomas said the typical co-op experi- 275 are based in Maine Registered students 
employers, of which. Thomas estimated.
somebody is willing to come from the uni-
land a job was a college degree.
A few years ago all a person needed to ence involves an eligible student contacting
versity to check on them, that's the bestThis is still his or her academic department's faculty 
are also kept updated through the mail when
true. hut more employers are demanding coordinator. To become eligible for the pro- 
co-op positions become available.
At the completion of a co-op experience,
"Everyone who graduates from this uni- credit hours of study and have an accumula- students in prep 
60 
After students select employers they want thing that can happen." Thomas said
hands-on experience from applicants, gram, students must usually complete 
.
many departments require students to sub-
to work for, the co-op office will assist
versity basically graduates with the same tive grade point average of 2.0. Some de- 
aration of cover letters and
resumes. The office also contacts employers mit a paper describing their experience to
degree. A student has to be able to differen- partments require a higher (WA standard. to keep students up-to-date on the applica- their coordinator. At this time. the coordina-
tiate him OT herself from other students to The faculty coordinator will then deter- tion process. r. v4'ill consult with the employer and deter-
that prospective employer," Robert Tho- mine if the student's proposeu co-op expe- If a student wishes to turn their existing mine a student's grade for the experience
the 
.
mas, project coordinator for Coopera- fiance is eligible for academic credit. A job into a co-op. they can create their own Depending on the department. a student can
tive Education Program at the University of student can expect to receive from one to six co-op with permission from their faculty
be ragdrea.d
Salo n. ie ona departmentspass/fail  
 b a s i requires   orw it h at ul de en ne etter-
Maine. 
s
,said. "What employers look for to- credit hours. Some departments. Thomas coordinator, 
day on resumes is career-related work expe- said, will allow up to 12 credit hours. The Students are usually hired by employers to submit a learning plan before an experi-
g 
rience." average co-op experience has a student re- for entry-level positions, and are often paid. ewe. outlining their goals and expectations
.
The Office of Cooperative Education & ceiving four credits. Engineering majors can expect to earn any- "Definitely do it," Hawkins said "It's a
Field Experience, located in the basement of While not required, students are encour- where from $8 to $12 an hour, Thomas sa d, great thing to have on your resume. It teach-
Wingate Hall, serves as a liaison for stu- aged by Thomas to register with his office while business majors can expect to be paid es you a lot more. We're here in school and
dents, employers and faculty. There are cur- when looking for co-ops. an hourly wage of $7 to $8. we're writing papers every day about made-
rently more than 125 students involved in "If assistance is needed in job search Non -profit organizations that hire work- up things we read about in book.,. Things
the program this semester, which helps stu- counseling, we can provide services as need- study eligible students may he able to take become so much more realistic to you. Noth-
dents find jobs related to their majors. ed," Thomas said. "We can talk with stu- advantage of federal assistance in paying ing's fake anymore.
"Sometimes a co-op experience can help dents about how and when to contact em- the student's salary. "The most important thing I learned was
clarify career goals. A student finds out, ployers, what to say, what to write in covar Thomas said the average co-op expert- the ability to apply what I've learned in
'Gee. I didn't know the work was going to be letters and help them with resumes." ence can last from four to eight months, school to work itself," he said.
like this,— Thomas said. 1 ipon registering with the office, stu- depending on whether a student chooses to Thomas said increased competence and
"It kept me in the swing of things." dents are given access to a list of employers work part-time or full-time. maturity are added benefits to the co-op
Charles Hawkins, a senior business market- who have hired co-op students in the past or Once out on a co-op. a student can expect experience. Plus, he said, you can "earning major, said. "1 have a much better ability are currently hiring for co-op positions. The to be contacted by their faculty ccairdiriltor while you learn - and get credit."
By Ryan Robbins
Volunteer Writer
• Presidentiai race
Clinton visits Portland, tells Bush to pay taxes
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — Maine
Democrats rallied behind Bill Clinton as the
Arkansas governor took President Bush to
task on taxes and called for sending the part-
time Maine resident hack home to Maine to
pay his taxes.
More than 2.000 people crowded onto
the tarniac of the Portland International Jet-
port Saturday to see the Arkansas governor
after a day of campaign swings through New
Hampshire and Vermont.
Clinton spent about 30 minutes speaking
from a stage beside the runway, pausing
under the din of arnving and departing flights.
"Do you suppose the Republicans con-
trol the airline schedules around here?"
Clinton asked the crowd at one point. Not
any more, a supporter answered
Clinton hit the main campaign issues at
the Portiand rally — the economy. the envi-
ronment, education, health care and taxes.
"We all know how reliable Mr. Bush is
on taxes, he raised yours and didn't pay,
his," Clinton told a cheering crowd who
earlier targeted the president with the chant
"pay your taxes."
Bush, who owns a summer home in
Kennebunkport, claims Texas as his legal
residence and does not pay income tax in
Maine, which has angered some Maine res-
idents.
Clinton also criticized Bush's comment
earlier this month that hc would not raise
taxes again after breaking his 1988 cam-
paign promise of "no new taxes."
"When someone in Arkansas or Maine
says 'never ever,' they mean it," Clinton
said.
Clinton cited similarities between Maine
and Arkansas several times, and talked about
Bush's refusal to debate last week in Mich-
igan. when the president said that Clinton, a
Rhodes Scholar, had the advantage because
he was an Oxford man.
"Then he says I'm a hayseed from a
small rural state, you know, like Maine, a
small rural state," he said.
Clinton's Maine campaign staff said it
had less than two days to organize the event
but were pleased with the turnout, which
included a few Bush
-Quayle supporters
sprinkled among the Democrats carrying
campaign signs for Clinton
-Gore, U.S. Rep.
Thomas Andrews and 2nd Congressional
District candidate Patrick McGowan.
Clinton was joined on stage by Andrews,
McGowan. state Democratic Party Chair-
woman Jo Kan- and Portland City Council-
man and Oxford University classmate Tom
Allen.
After the speech. the governor obliged
the crowd ,vith handshakes and posed for
snapshots before hoarding a plane for Wash-
ington.
Saturday's appearance was Clinton's third
visit to Maine dunng his campaign. In Febru-
ary', he drew a packed auditorium at Portland
High School shortly' before the state Demo-
cratic caucuses. and appeared at a fund-rais-
ing event in Lewiston on the eve of the
caucuses. Clinton also paid a number of visits
to Maine while campaigning last fol!
4> Poke investigation
Some say police should have found Bruns sooner
SOUTH PORTLAND, Maine ( AP) —
City Police Chief Robert M. Schwartz says
his department "did everything possible"
in investigating the disappearance of a wom-
an whose body' was found buried in the
basement of her home a year after her hus-
band had reported her missing.
But as William A. Bruns remains in the
Cumberland County Jail after pleading in-
nocent to his wife's murder, two state police
investigators say observations of what turned
out to be blood stains at the home could have
intensified suspicions earlier in the case.
Reddish-brown stains were catalogued
by a city detective following a visit to the
home with a daughter of the missing woman
five days after Pearl Bruns disappeared in
Augusta 1991. However, the 48-year-old
woman's disappearance was classified as a
missing person case until late December.
At that time, after state police had joined
the probe, the case was upgraded to possible
homicide.
In the latest edition of the Lewiston Sun-
day Sun-Journal, State Police Capt. Charles
Love was quoted as saying it was "a good
question" why the city department had not
done more.
"They'll have to answer to that," Love
said.
"Some of these things were explained,
like the mother was a bleeder," Love said.
"You may or may not buy into that. I don't
want to second-guess South Portland, hut it
certainly raises concern. I can't say why'
they didn't do more. I wish they did," Love
said.
After several searches of the South Pori-
land home, Mrs Bruns' body was di .coy -
ered Sept. 11 and her husband was arrested.
An autopsy revealed that the woman
died of loss of blood after her nose and tace
were smashed.
Schwartz said a detective had been as-
signed full-time to the case before the state
took it over. and had continued to work in
cooperation with investigators thereafter.
He said what was found in the home was
"a couple of blood drippings, that's all."
"There was not copious amounts of blood
that anyone would suspect was any morethan cutting you finger or a hlood nose,"
Schwartz said. "It wasn't a puddle of blood."State Police Sgt. Michael Harriman toldthe newspaper he did not "want to ca;:sediscredit ... We're on tender ground here: •But assessing the initial tfandling of the
case. Harriman said, "certainly blood found
at the scene should raise suspicion. A deter-
mination of where the blood came from is
important. It's a judgment call on the part of
the police department."
Schwartz maintained that there was
reason at first to suspect foul play.
"If you look at this logically, you've got
a woman who was divorced a few times. A
woman with alcohol problems. She has left
before. She has another daughter in Florida
... Who's to say she wasn't just leaving
They had money problems," Schwart7 -
The chief said his department conducted
numerous interviews and received reports
alleging that the missing woman had been
seen alive. He also said city investigators
had sought to follow up on the discovery of
the missing woman's pocketbook
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• Health
UMaine researchers find link to heart disease
By Scott W. St. Clair
Staff Writer
A research team at the University of
Mane have released preliminary results
showing manganese deficiency could be
linked to heart disease.
Dorothy Klimis-Tavantzis, assistant pro-
fessor of clinical nutrition in the school of
human development. and Howard H. Patter-
son, professor of chemistry, have theorized
that manganese deficiency reduces produc-
tion ot "good" cholesterol (HDL). which
helps prevent development of heart disease.
Not having enough HDL can be as had as
having too much LDL, or "had" cholesterol.
The researchers studied a group of 25
rats for 10 weeks. Half of the animals were
given a manganese deficient diet and half
were given a manganese supplement diet.
Fluorescence spectroscopy is being im-
plemented in this study; the fluorescence
method uses light to determine the structure
of the IIDL particle. For instance. the re-
searchers found out the HDI, in the rats
deprived of manganese had changed in struc-
ture. That structure change may influence
the recognition of the particle by cells, which
would affect the HDL metabolism.
Body weight, liver weight and liver man-
ganese levels were lowe; ii the rats with
manganese-deficient diet. and the total plas-
ma protein. HDL cholesterol and HDL pro-
tein had dropped as well.
The use of the particular instrument, the
fluorescence spectmfotometer. has not been
used in the past to compare changes in li-
poprotein structure and how that changes the
diet," Patteison said.
The study is unique in nature and started
in the late 70s and early 80s
"I got some hints from my doctorate work.
so I followed that up 'i ou can call it a scientific
hunch, it showed something was happening to
the good cholesterol," Klimis-Tayanms said.
Other studies in the past have found
drinking alcohol, smoking tobacco, high
blood pressure and high amounts of 11)1. are
asso‘iated with heart disease
"Adolescent and teenage girls, women
in the childbearing range and elderly worn-
en will he the ones effected the most because
their manganese intake is much lower than
the standards," Klimis-Tavantzis said.
The U.S standards for safe manganese
consumption are 1 -to-2 milligiams for chil-
dren and 2-to-5 milligrams for adults.
"From these preliminary results people
may nerd to look at food sources rich in
manganese such as bemes, nuts and le-
gumes," Klimis-Tavantzis said.
The researches said they don't believe
their discoveries will affect American life-
style greatly because many people are al-
ready eating more cereals The study might
reveal, however, a need to take another look
at the estimated levels of safe manganese
dietary intake.
• State elections
.-411 AD. 4/11r- cNt.em,44 
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By Francis X. Quinn
Associated Press Wt iter
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — An insid-
ers' contest on tap in the Maine House of
Representatives this week will he watched
closely for clues it may offer about the
higher-up elections within the legislative
hierarchy slated for later this year.
First up, when Democratic House mem-
bers gather on Wednesday, will be a face-off
between the appointed incumbent House
clerk, Deborah Bedard Wood of Saco. and
her challenger, House Majority Whip Jo-
seph W. Mayo of Thomaston.
Wood was in her eighth two-year term as
the assistant when Edwin Pert stepped down
from the clerk's post last spring. She was
immediately moved up to the top post by
Speaker John L. Martin.
The appointment extends only until the
Legislature next meets. That happens Thurs -
day when lawmakers convene in .pei. ta
session to take up consideration oi a pro-
posed workers' compensation system over-
haul
Shortly after Pert announced his resigna-
tion plan, Mayo declared his own candida-
cy_ He is completing his fifth House term.
Mayo's move touched off a low-key but
energetic race that left two popular majority.
party activists jockeying for support among
the closed circle of 97 Democratic House
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The clerk's slot is filled by vote of the
full 151-member House. But, given the
Democratic majority. the party' caucus
Wednesday would seem to be the key test.
The loser might still he able to mount a
further challenge from the floor on Thurs-
day. but success in such an effort would
require broad Republican support. That sort
of crossover voting has been rare in legisla-
tive elections.
•••••••
Picture Yourself a
• Develop lasting friendships
• Participate in campus and
social activities.
• Attain leadership skills.
• Increase one's potential for
learning.
Monday, Oct. 5, TOO pm
Memorial Union Bangor Lounge
4Kim White ascends K-Anlin Ridge on Mt Katandin. (Lachowski photo.)
FIT
SUPPLIES
Northern Maine's Largest An Store
Serving the Professional and
Student Artist with a Complete
Line of Artist Materials
Penobscot PAirlt Prnrillrts
191 Exchange St.
Bangor, ,TVIF
945-3171
The Maine Campus, Monday, September 28, 1992
- You've told all your friends
' that you'ie a real musician.
Now prove it at ...
Open Mike Night
Wednesday .October 7 at 8pm
in the Damit Yanlute
10 minutes. 
• -
- Sign up in the Union beard • °MC* 10‘Y-
Oct: 2nd. Undt ten acts. No major set-4P
please.
The Union Board (Miceli Waited 011
the 2nd Floor, North Wing Mem:wilt
Union 1-1735.
mber 28, 1992 The Maine Campus, Monday, September 28, 1992
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• Campus living
First-year students require adjustments to college
By Renee DoIley
Volunteer Writer
During the first few weeks of school,
many first-year students expenence a wide
array of changes, from meeting a variety of
people to adjusting to new-found indepen-
dence and responsibility.
"You can't count on everyone else being
responsible for you." first year University
of Maine student Jenn Dobbins said.
Having more freedom and independence.
Dobbins said, is an asset to campus life.
Dobbins said she has adjusted well, de-
spite the unexpectedly laige classes and
amoem of reading assignments.
"I'm pretty much swamped every night
with reading," sh, said.
A.J. Gardner said he has also found the
workload to be larp„: than expecterl.
"It's real big change from high school,"
he said.
Despite the adjustments, Gardner said
attending college was the best move for him.
By experiencing college life, Gardner said
he has learned more about life and himself,
while feeling very comfortable in the um-
versity atmosphere.
"I feel totally at home here," he said.
Being comfortable and meeting new peo-
ple were also concerns for Kathleen Elgarico.
"I thought meeting people would be dif-
ficult. but everyone here has been real friend-
ly," she said.
Elgarico said adjusting to campus life
was easy for her because she really likes
being here.
"Ever since I got here I've been comfort-
able." she said.
She said the people at UMaine are more
easy-going. friendly and understanding.
Steve Guay said he finds campus life exc.gt-
ing, especially when meeti.E, people.
"it is as much fun as I thought it would
be," he said.
Guay said he did not think campus life
would differ much from high school be-
cause he attended a large high school. Among
the unexpected changes he encountered were
more people, more free time and more work.
"The classes are definitely more chal-
lenging." Guay said.
He said the best things about campus life
are weekends, parties and meeting people.
"It', a good chance to get out on your
own; he said.
"I see a hi4her level of self confidence
among new study _s than in the past," Bev-
erly Low, di, tor of New Student Pro-
grams, said. "In discussions with colleagues
across campus. we all seem to agree that this
year's ere-ring class is enthusiastic and more
wil mg to get involved in the campus com-
munity."
Low said changes in both the summer
and fall orientation sessions may be contrib-
• Plane crash
Girl survives
BRYANT POND, Maine (AP)— A 14-
year-old girl who survived a plane crash
that killed her father and stepmother was
recovering Sunday from injuries sustained
Ill the ea ash dud emu nag the of deal of walk-
ing down from the wooded mountain where
it happened.
Karen Gray said she did not remember
the crash and woke up outside the plane after
it apparently clipped some trees and nose-
dived onto Mount Will approaching the
Bethel airport in Newry on Friday night.
Killed in the crash of the family's Pip-
er Cherokee were Leroy Gray. a 41-year-
old state trooper, and Brenda Gray, 32, of
uung factors to the excitement generated
among first-year students.
During summer orientation, new stu-
dents were able to register for their classes.
take their placement exams and talk to their
advisors.
Beginning fall orientation on a Friday
was another major change which heaped the
students because it enabled them to get tas!-.s
like paying their bills accomplished before
classes began.
Having Play fair as part of rail orientation
was also a huge success because students
had a chance to interact with others and
participate in group activities.
"I still have new students coming up to
me saying 'Hey. thanks for Playfair. It was
a lot of fun,' "Low said.
Other new programs included in the fall
orientation program were a self defense
workshop, a note-taking tip session and a
prograin on interdisciplinary studies.
plane crash; father and stepmother killed
Trenton.
Thei- bodies were recovered ` tom the
wreckage early Saturday, hours after Karen
stumbled through the woods. thrashed her
Wily auvugh 4 siarani dill fourid sheltei did
farmhouse.
• I can remember flying. then hitting tee
tops and nearing a bit, bang." the gir! said
Saturday night after being taken to he' mother
and stepfather in Bryant Pond.
Recounting her trip down the mountain.
she said, "I walked up to this shack and a
guy was coming up in his truck. I yelled,
'Could you help me? I think I've been in an
airplane crash.' •
,N note to all firg .ear udent, hrinzing their car
Get Smart!
If you run into a problem with your car,
make sure •i:;iu bring it into Smart's Auto Body in Old Town
Foreign and Domestic Repairs
24 Hour Wrecker Service
Collision Repairs
Complete Paint Jobs
Rust Repairs
Reasonably-Priced
105t, Student Discount
on Foreign
and Domenic Repairs
with your MaineCard
Smart s Auto Body
324 ?Vont 06d Tao r
Busmen How's !Tone V7-2331
chts & V. totem& 127-5634
Sol Smoot Owner
Jobs
Att.eotion
The Burk Lunily took her in. gave her a Sunday Sun-Journal that Karen sustained
chaecte of clothes and called the sheriff, cuts and bruises.
"The. little girl was soaking wet," Fred State police and personnel from the war-
Burk Sr. said. "She was so calm. She didn't den Fel-Vice and the Oxford County sheriffs
inuch. She -w-asit'a evert Sae She -*riS in office,  lIttiilCU aroun-d I I p.m., reached the
a plane crash. scene about 1:30 Saturday morning.
"She was lucid in some things, in others The Grays had taken off from Bar Har-
she wasn't. I understand she was shaken up, bor bound for Bethel to attend a family
but there were no marks on her face. At first. gathering.
I didn't believe her.- They telephoned ahead while in flight to
The girl's stepfather toE the Lewistor arrange details. McCausland said.
LIVE-IN VOLUNTEER
Wall-Spring has an opening for Live-in Volunteer to supervise
Women's Half-Way House, Sunday-Thursday, 10pm-7am. Room
and board is provided for sleep-over volunteer position. Must be
chemical free, have good listening skills and crisis intervention skills
Excellent opportunity for student interested in field of substance
abuse treatment To apply send resume with cover letter to,
Coral Rudolph, Program Director, Women's Halfway House,
319 State St., Bangor, ME 04401 or call 941-1600. A A. Flash D.O.E.
Jobs Jobs
Seniors, The Maine Recruiting Consortium
Liberal Arts*** Business •••Sciences
interviews come to you. 
is looking for non-technirl majors in:
Interviews for full-time jobs after graduation take place on
Thursday, December 3 at the Bangor Civic Center
21 companies are participating.
How to apply for interviews? Register for placement services at the Career Center and bring resumes (one for each
company that interests you) to the Career Center, Chadbourne Hall by Friday, October 9 at 4:30 pm.
Participating Companies:
Ames Department Stores, Inc. Dead River Co. Lockheed Sanders Paul B. Williams Inc.
Anderson Consulting Farmers Home Administration Merrill Lynch Radio Shack./Div. of Tandy Corp.
Brooks Drug Fleet Bank of Maine Modern Woodmen of America The Upjohn Company
Bureau of Taxation/Audit Div. GE Capital/GE Financial Services NOAA Commissioned Officer Corps Train & Development Corp.
Consumer Value Stores John Hancock Financial Services Northwestern Mutual Life Insurancv Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.
Cianbro Corporation
_• Automobiles
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EPA reports little improvement in fuel economy
WASHINGTON (AP) - A utomakers
achieved slightly better fuel economy in
1993 models, compared to last year, but
there has been little improvement in overall
fleet mileage since 1987, the Environmental
Proteeion Agency reported Sunday.
The EPA's annual fuel economy statis-
tics, covering more than 1,000 vehicles,
shows that 1993 model cars now coming
into showrooms are expected on average to
get 28 1 miles per gallon, a half percentage
point higher than 1992 models.
As it has been in each of the last three years,
the 1-liter engine minicompact Geo Metro XFI
was found to he the stingiest fuel user an the
road among the 1993 model cars. It gets 51mpg
in city driving and 58 miles on the highway.
Six of the 10 highest ranking 1993 cars
—all in the rninicompact category' — got 50
or more mpg. The top 10 included three
other Metro models, which are made by
General Motors and Suzuki, four Honda
minicompacts and two Suzuki models.
At the other end of the scale were 42
-gas guzzlers" that are subject to special
federal ric axes because of their poor fuel
economy. The worst is the Vector, a high
perforniance car that sells for $400,000,
winch got only 7 mpg in the city and 11 on
the highway. Only two of the cars reportedly
were sold last year.
The Lamborghini Diablo, which was the
biggest guzzler last year, was not far behind
the Vector with 9 mpg in city driving and 14
mpg on the open highway.
The guzzler list also includes a number
of cars more commonly found on the road:
The two-seater Cadillac Aflame, with 14
mpg. the BMW 535i at 15 mpg, and the
Mercedes-Benz 300SE also with 15 mpg,
all in city driving.
Among midsize cars the Mazda 626
achieved the best mileage at 26 mpg in the
city and 34 on the highway. The best per-
formers among large cars were the Chrysler
Concord and Douge Intrepid, both part of 3
new line of cars introduced by Chrysler this
year, and the Eagle Vision, all at 20 mpg in
the city and 28 on the highway.
The 1993 figures reflect a seven-year
trend of fairly stagnant fuel economy fig-
ures. The fleet averages, as reflected by the
EPA figures, increased to 28.1 mpg in 1987
and peaked at 28.6 mpg in 1988 followed by
three years of decline at 28.1 mpg in 1989,
27.8 mpg in 1990, and 27.6 mpg last year.
"The numbers show that in the absence
of increased fuel economy standards (by the
government) the car companies simply don't
increase mileage even though the technolo-
gy is there to push fuel economy up," said
Clarence Ditiow, head of the Center for
Auto Safety, a private consumer group.
But industry spokesmen said the fuel econ-
omy figures reflect consumer demand for
roomier cars and higher performance vehi_
cies at a time when gasoline prices are low.
"There are cars with improved mileage
for people that want them," said 1 homas
Can, a vice president for the Motor Vehick
Manufacturers Association.
Indeed, the list included 17 cars, all Ab-
compacts or smaller, that get at least 40
mpg. But opponents of higher fuel economy
requirements say the public is not eagel to
buy cars with them.
"Most consumers are looking for great-
er size, comfort, safety and performance
than those models offer," said Diane Steed,
president of Coalition for Vehicle Choice, a
group that is lobbying against higher gov-
ernment fuel economy standards.
Last year a proposal to improve fleet effi-
ciency averages to 40 mpg failed in Congress.
4. Catholic church
Pope beatifies Irish martyrs, urges peace with England
VATICAN CITY (AP) — Pope John
Paul II celebrated Mass before 50,000 of the
faithful and beatified 17 Irish martyrs Sun-
day in his first appearance in St. Peter's
Square since colon surgery in July.
The 71-y-- clA clightiv
bowed, and his voice weakened on occa-
sion, but he seemed reasonably strong and in
good health during the two-hour service.
In his homily honoring the Irish clerics
and lay people, the pope referred to the strife
involving Catholics and Protestants in North-
ern Ireland.
"rind stestainiod them in their trials." he
said of the martyrs, who died during England's
attempts in the 16th and 17th centuries to
impose the Anglican Church on Ireland.
"May He also sustain those who work foi
reconciliation and peace in Ireland today."
Since surgery on July 15 to remove a
benign bowel tumor, John Paul has slowly
been returning to public life. He made a few
appearances while on vacation in the Dolo-
mite mountains in August and had his first
general audience in his vacation home of
Castel Gandolfo on Sept. 9.
The church said the 17 Irish martyrs were
chosen from a list of 260 who had died for
Roman Catholicism. Most died in jail or were
executed because they refuse/Ito swear to the
English monarch as head of the church Their
deaths occurred between 1579 and 1654.
Alpha Phi Omega
Where is the APO house? Well, we don't have one. Because we are a
National Service Fraternity, we live in our communities to better serve them.
APO has been UMaine
mascot Bananas T. Bear's
"caretaker "since 1969...We've
coordinated the Late Night
Local since 1988...Our broth-
ers are active leaders in all
aspects of campus and com-
munity life including Student
Government, the Onward Pro-
warn, athletic teams, Student
Alumni Association, and as
Resident Assistants.. .Gov. Bill
Clinton is an alumni brother
from the class of '67 and Pre-s-
ident Bush became an Honor-
ary Brother in 1988...3 out of
the last 6 presidents of the
Senior Skulk Society, an hon-
or society recognizing out-
standing service and leader-
ship at UMaine. have been
APO brothers...Our brothers
are traditional and nontradi-
tional students alike from ev-
erywhere-Korea, Sweden, In-
dia, Bermuda, Penobscot Indi-
an Nation, and Massachu-
setts... We work c:osely with
Gamma Sigma Sigma, Nation-
al Service Sorority, and the
Boys Scouts.
If this sounds like a group
of people you would like to
be associated with and want
to find out more, then stop
by the Sutton Lounge. Me-
morial Union, 8 pm.
Wednesday, Sept 30.
You're more than welcome
to visit us in our office locat-
ed in 8 Fogler Library or
give Hs a call At 581-1689.
Alpha Phi Omega just may be
an experience in leadership,
friend ship, and service that
you won't want to pass up.
WE'RE NOT JUST ANOTHER FRATERNITY
ber 28, 1992
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• ROTC training
ROTC students conduct weekend trainin
By James Berry
Volunteer Writer
The scream of helicopter engines and a
blast of wind greeted the residents of Som-
erset Hall Friday afternoon as the cadets of
the University of Maine Black Bear Battal-
ion took off to start their weekend long Field
Training Exercise.
The cadets were on their way to Pickeral
At raid lane, Alpha, or A Company, went
through its paces led by Alpha Company
Commander Josh Stevens. After explaining
to his troops what was expected and walking
them through the exercise, he ran it at actual
speed. Their objective was a simulated
hunker deep in the woods, where Cadet
Captain Chris Taylca and Cadet First Lieu-
tenant Pat McDarby waited as opposing
forces
"We went with a new format of hard training
and the cadets liked it." —Tad Steen,
Battalion Cadet Commander
Pond training area for a three-day exercise
in common tasks. Common tasks are those
skills needed by each soldier.
"It will be much more of a learning
atrnos7there," Battalion Cadet Commander
Tad Steen said. "No rounds out there, just
classroom atmosphere."
While at the training area, the cadets
went through three different classes; am-
bush, reconnaissance and raid. At each
class, or "lane" in military jargon, upper-
level cadets explained how the task was to
he accomplished, walked through the task
and completed it a.,. full
"It puts classroom work in actual use,"
Cadet Corporal Andrew O'Connell said.
Alpha Company moved in on the bun-
ke. and over took it in seconds. After
searching the enemy forces for weapons and
papers, the attacking force moved back into
the woods as swiftly as it had came.
After the attack, the membcrs of Alpha
Company met on the trail to discuss their
performance. Both upper level cadets and
the troops critiqued the performance.
The purpose of the FTX is to prepare for
the Spring FTX, which will prepare first-
and second-year cadets for Advance Camp.
Cadets attend Advance Camp at Fort Bragg
for six weeks during their junior year
for final preparation for commissioning in
the U.S. Army. The Fall FTX also helps the
Another Bulletin From
the Folks at Public Safety
Now that things have begun to settle down after the first
hectic weeks of the new school year, we are asking those
who park in the field between the large paved lot by the
Maine Center of the Arts and Rangeley Road to move to
paved or graveled lots.
There are several reasons for this request.
+ First, each year many people who park in the field get
stuck in the mud and rather messed up walking through it
+ Second, is that the Grounds Department has been
plowing, harrowing and reseeding the field each sum-
mer, only to have it turned back into mud during the
school year.
+ Third, Grounds cannot afford to plow this area so
when it snows the field will be closed anyway.
+ 'Fourth, these lots are lighted at night and the field
not, ii. is very dark at night.
To help you, we have located a few areas where there.
really are available parking spaces. The Satellite Gravel
Lot by Alfond Arena and the River Lot by the steam plant
are two. Other areas that we have checked this fall and
found limited parking spaces are the Hilltop and
Orchard Lots.
Don't forget to leave for campus a few minutes earlier to
locate one of these spaces and have time to walk to class.
Thanks for your help.
exercises
An Army ROTC helicopter participates in Saturday's exercise. (Berry photo.)
transition from civilian to military life.
"It's a good orientation," Cadet First
Sergeant Eric Puls said.
The Reserve Officer Training Corp, or
UMai ne Black Bear Battalion, is made up of
four ditTerent classes. The MS Is are made
up of first-year students, MS Hs second-
year, MS Ills third and MS IVs fourth.
After a cadet's second year, they are
required to sign for commission, which will
in turn require them to serve in the U.S.
Army as a second lieutenant for three years.
Cadets on scholarship, which requires a 2.8
or better GPA, will be required to serve four
years.
The battalion itself is made up of three
companies, A, B and C. Each company is
led by a company commander, and all are
led by the battalion commander.
it went exceptionally well," Cadet Colo-
nel Tad Steen said. "We went with a new
format of hard trainine and the cadets liked it."
"Best organized FTX yet," Cadet Staff
Sergeant Jennifer Curtis said.
I lit 'RSDAY OC1 OBER 1 7:30 P.M.
Maine Center for the Arts
University of Maine, Orono
ALL SEATS RESERVED
TICKETS AT ARTS CENTER BOX OFFICE OR
CHARGE BY PHONE 207-581-1755
PRESENTED BY STAGE LEFT PRODUCTIONS LTD.
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• Campus telecommunications
New long-distance service coming
by Oct. 1. will be as good Of better than they would
The system will work with the existing receive at home.
phone jacks in each room. Students will still "Students will save significant amounts
Are you afraid mom or dad will see that be required to bring their own touch tone of money," Corbett said.
outmgeous phone bill? Are you tired of chat- phone, but will not have to get a calling card. Money will he saved because with this
ting with the opeidtor whenever you attempt Each student will sign-up to have a "off program the operator and the ser.ice charge
to make a long distance call? Are you tired of code," and will sign a contract agreeing to are eliminated. The rates will he figured
memoriztitg a long credit card number? pay the bills. much like the New England Telephone ser-
Mc telecommunications department at The service costs nothing. Phone hills vice, where the rates go down after 5 p.m.
the University of Maine has discovered a way will he sent to each student monthly. There and again after II p.m.
to save students money on long distance will be a credit limit of $100, set hy telecom- "Most students do their calling in the
phone calls. Beginning in January, students munications. evening," Corbett said.
will be able to call long distance using the 14- "We'll check the total at the end of each "This doesn't rule out credit cards,"
system and an eight digit "off-code." day," Corbett said. Corbett said. He predicts 80 percent of the
"We hope to enhance the quality of ac- Students have the option of receiving a student population will use the new pro-
cess for students," Gary Corbett, director of higher credit limit if their account is in good gram. Tne remaining 20 percent will still
telecommunications, said. standing and goes over the limit, according carry credit cards.
Two weeks ago, Corbett began accept- toCorbeu. if the bill isnot paid, telecornmu- Cornett said he had taken enough trouble
ing bids from phone carriers to work on this nications will shut down the service. calls to prompt him to look into this service.
project. To date there have been six re- The hope of the telecommunications 'The telecommunications department is
sponses. Corbett will make a final decision department is to give the students rates that prepared for problems, but Corbett said he
By Michelle Ashmore
Staff Writer
to UNhine
hopes to avoid them by preparing
"We don't want to reinvent the wirer
he said.
Approximately 100 other schools tue
this system with great success. In Maine,
Bates has been using it for a few years, an
Colby just started. The University of South.
ern Maine also plans to implement the 1+
program.
After six months, there will be an evalu-
ation to see if the program is in the hen
interest of the students, Corbett said.
The staff at IlMaine is presently using
this system, which takes less time. When
dialing, a nine precedes the seven- or 10-
digit number, then there is a prompting for
the code and the number is dialed
project is still in the evaluation stage,
and Corbett said "There are sto.I many de-
tails," but students should he able to sign-up
for "off codes" around Thanksgiving
• Navy ceremony
BIW launches ship in honor of WWII admiral
BATH, Maine ( AP) —A ceremony hon-
oring a distinguished naval family marked
the launching of Bath Iron Works' fourth
Arleigh Burke class Aegis destroyer.
The John S. McCain is the second ship
built by BIW to carry the name, a tribute to
an admiral who commanded a carrier task
force in World War II and his son who
served as chief of the II.S. Pacific Com-
mand.
Admiral McCain and Admiral McCain
Jr. were the grandfather and father of Sen.
John McI'ain of Arizona, a former Navy
flier who spent 5 1/2 years as a North Viet-
namese prisoner of war after being shot
down over Hanoi in October 1967.
In remarks prepared for the launching on
Saturday, Sen. William Cohen of Maine
lauded "three generations of naval giants
named McCain."
Cohen praised his Senate colleague as a
hero, saying, "his courage and devotion to
duty, honor and country tell you a great deal
about the character and spirit that were passed
to him from his grandfather and father."
Calling for the nation to maintain a vig-
ilant military. Cohen also praised the ship-
yard workers who built the new McCain.
"Like the people of Maine whose hands
and hearts built this magnificent ship, Sen-
ator McCain's life reflects the very charac-
ter of the men and women of this great yard .
integrity, pride and durability," Cohen said
"And like you, he knows that the real
mission of this ship is not to make war but to
preserve the peace," said Cohen, vita) served
as piincipal speaker among other invited
guests including Senate Majorit Leader
George J. Mitchell and Rep. Thomas An-
drews of the 1st Congressional District.
The Maine Campus Advertising Department will not be responsible
beyond one free ad for errors in ads which diminish the effectiveness
of the ad. Compalints must be filed within 24 hours of the date of
publication. We also reserve the right to edit or refuse any advertising
due to length, libel, taste or copyright infringement. Any questions?
Please feel free to call 581-1273. Advertising office hours are Monday
through Thursday 9am-5pm and Fridays 10am-4m.
JUNIOR YEAR ABROAD IN ENGLAND AT THE UNIVERSITY OF HULL
So, you think t ou have put study abroad on the back burner due to the recession? Well, think again.
The University of Hull is a fully accredited nstitution located in the north of England. In one of the most scenic regions of Eng:and,it is very central to all major points in England and Scotland and just a ferry away from Europe! We are a medium sized University(7000 students) priding ourselves on the friendly atmosphere of our campus and the 200 honours degree courses on offer.
We have designed a Junior Year Abroad package that is sure to beat these hard economic times. £5800 for the year covers Tourtuition, accommodation, round trip flight to England and back, a complete orientation week, and even a 7. to Europe!
• Vast selection of coerces on offer.
• (lasses with British and overseas students.
• Courses transferred with proper credits.
• Accommociation guaranteed to full year students.
• U.S. government financial aid applies.
• Full time undergraduate and graduate piograms also available.
• Tcrm students welcome.
Don't let the recession stop you from pursuing one of the best experiences of Univeroity life. Contact us today!
For further information write or phone Lisa Durnxis, JYA Coordinator, External Riations Office, International Section, Universityof Hull, Hull, H1.16 7RX, England. Telephone: 011-44-0482-465258.
I THE
(INIVERSITY
.)F HULL
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works and it's cheap.
IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR
HEALTH PROFESSIONS STUDENTS
If you are a new student interested in
the health protect:ions. please stop hi
our office in 285 Aiken Hall
to get our records !Cif tid
If you preyioicsly registerrd last year,
please make SUM our records are current•
kSii MICK TT THE HEALTH PR(*E•NICKS
Office telephone manlier 581-2585-
RAISE A COOL
Si ryvt
IN JUST ONE WEEKI
PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation No oast.
You abin gs• • PRIM'
HEADPHONE RADIO
.1ust ftr adling
14000-932-0521. Ext. 65
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4, Lecture series
Gravity discussed
at third S3 lecture
By Jesse Lundy
Volunteer Writer
Oxford Hall was the site for the third in a
series of lectures sponsored by S.' Tuesday. The
topic was "Gravity Strikes Back: Why Build-
ings Fall Down"
The guest speaker was Professor John Alex-
ander from the department of civil engineering.
Alexander, who worked as a highway engineer
for 10 years, analyzed four major structural
faults America has seen over the last three
decades. He also described the exact causes of
the inevitable downfall of each structure.
Alexander began the lecture by pointing out
the differences between scientist& who generate
knowledge, and engineers, who apply science.
He drew parallels between engineers as medical
doctors and scientists as medical researchers.
He then moved the topic to the "reasons
things work." He told the audience of 20 how
engineers design structures to remain intact fot
the duration of their lives. The three reasons are
safety factors, redundancy and ductility.
Safety factors, which engineers include in
their designs, intentionally': underestimate the
strength of the materials used. For example, on
a scale from one to 10, a material may have a
strength of six "y." The engineers would aw,ime
it only had a strength of nvo "y," leaving a safety
buffer. The additional "y" help insure safety.
Extra safety factors, such as redundancy,
help make sure a structure is secure. With neckm-
dancy, the engineers will add more than the
necessary safety.
"In like wearing a belt and suspender\
Alexander said.
Ductility made up the third point, and Ale \
ander said it was what made materials used in
construction bend rathei than break.
'There are many possibilites behind why a
building would fall." Alexander said.
Aside from natural disasters, ape most ‘14-
mon causes for structural failure are poor de-
signing, poor construction and lack of mainte-
nance. Alexander gave examples of these caus-
es and consequences.
His first example covered the extensive
damage done to the Hartford Civic Center when
its roof collapsed five years after its con ipletion
Due to oversights by the engineers and construc-
tion workers, the "space frame," which held tIr
roof in place, was designed inconraly.
With the added weight of a rain stomi, the
roof fell in on the auditorium. Five thousand
patrons had left the Civic Center hours before., so
no one was: injured. This example helped rein-
fare Alexander's first two reasons for failun
The next lecture, "Wide Awake at 3 a.m.,"
will be tonerrrow The discussion, led by Profes-
sor Dowse of the zoolop, depattment, will
cover the human biological clock., which is
affected by such events as Aress and rotating
work schedules.
All meetings take place on Tuesday nights at
7:30 in the fourth floor lounge of Oxford Hall
Veterans
Veterans'
Dependents
V.A. Regulations require that you verify your
enrollment status. For your convenience,
this can be accomplished on either the Bangor
or Orono campuses:
October 5th through 9th
Orono Campus
Monday through Friday, 8:00am to 4:30pm
Veterans' Affairs Office, Wingate Hall
Bangor Campus
Monday through Friday, 8:00am to 4:30pm
Acadia Hall
Presented by The Memorial Unto and the Ott-Campus Board
ARIIANIULSII TRAVELER REVUE
MICIELL:
StIEICEED '
Cr- 4E) ••=im
THEEAND
GART111111)SM ILETON IIELI a RICK DiNko
C>C1—"=ess=m•—_
TA k1 MA=
-- ma= 1)—(>43=11111v
TUI5/1.:
ti.ISON BROWN " -DOLLAR" Bill
OCTOBER 5, 1992
8:00 PM
MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
University al Maine
$1.1 UM STITIDENT/FACUITY/STAFT
$10 - GENERAL PUBLIC
FOR arroRmATION CALL 581-1425
AitRANSAS TIULIFEILaininlinring
For More Information, Call Office tor Multicultural and
Special Programs, Center for Student Services • 581-1425
co-x-cx)ilsois Memorial :Ireton, 011-C,,,—mpus Board,f,lev.- Student Prs.--4-7s,
Comprehensive Fee Fund, Multicultural and Special Programs, A.S.A P
TICKET SALES LOCATIONS:
a 1-14F. UNION corrrt SHOP
Memorial Union
Mon thru Sat 8 a.m. - 11:30 p.m.
Sundcry 1 pm. - 11:30 p.m.
(207)581-1814
• MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS'
University of Maine
Mort thru Fri. 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
1-1/2 hnl. before every event,
(/07)581-1755
I3.00 processing charge (pet ceder)
for general public
• ART ETC.
19 Mill St.,Orpno
Mon. thru Sat. 9 a.m - 6 p.m.
(207)866-3221
• GRASSHOPPER SHOP
One W Market, &ingot
(207)945-3132
124 Main St., EIL-worth
(207)667-5816
HOMECOMING...
is just around the corner. The Maine Campus
will be distributing a special issue at the football
game. tailgating areas and the reunions on
Homecoming . To advertise in this issue call
581-1273 before the spaces are filled.
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EditorialPage 
• Column
Mommy Dearest
Jill Berryman
I just spent the weekend with my mother, which in itself is
not a bad thing. but the woman threw her back out and has
spent the last week in bed. Need I say more?
I walked into my house unprepared for what I as about to
face To be honest. I had forgotten she evet hurt her back. I
Just assunii she was fine because she hadn't said much about it. I found her in
bed sun-ounded by junk food, catalogs and romance novels. This from a woman
who made me eat spinach and take vitamins as a child.
What is it about being confined to a bed that makes someone sudden1:• be-
come Oprah?
My mom starts telling me all these deep thoughts on relationships: mote spe-
cifically, my relationships. Apparently she saw an episode of Geraldo which dis-
cussed how to pick a man She seems to think I have some problems in this cate-
gory. The show said not to date men who are addicted to anyth;ag (it who want
to control your life. Now she tells me.
The woman sent me to do her grocery shopping. like to shop. in fact I hit
the Shop 'n Save three times a week. I usually make quick trips and don't even
need a basket.
Mom sent me to stock up for the oncoming winter. I did not realize this until
I was down the fourth aisle and losing circulation in my fingers from carrying
the basket. I did what any normal person would do and started searching for a
cart. I grabbed the fist person I could find with ten items or less heading for the
check out and took hers.
Off I went to an empty aisle to dump mom's gitaziies from the basket into
the cart. Just as I placed the last Dinty Moore Beef Stew in the cart, my high
school physics teacher rounded the comer arid caught me. He had seen me earli-
er when I had been frantically searching for the beef stew my mother was crav-
ing. He knew what fun I was having. The man was laughing hysterically at me. I
made his day.
Upon returning home. I was summonsed by mom. who wanted her chocolates
and medication. Never try to steal a chocolate from a woman confined to her
bed, and if you do steal one, don't let het know you don't like the one you took.
She told me to just take small bites and then put the ones I didn't like back so
she could eat them. Well, I tried it but then I came across one she didn't like and
so she made me eat it.
I finally found time to sit and rest. No sooner had I :utned on the television
and opened a Diet Coke than my mom suited screaming my name. I thought she
had :lien out of bed or something so I ran upstairs. She told me to take her cur-
tains doww she said they were dirty and she couldn't stand looking at them any•
longer. Then she started telling me how she planned to change her room aroundbecause her bed is too far away from the television. She never really had this
problem until she was stuck in bed and had to resort to watching Geraldo.
The whole situation was beginning to remind me of short story I once read
for my intro to literature class called -The Yellow Wallpaper.- The woman in
the story was wacko and my mom was behaving similarly.
I now realize why my sister was out of the house the whole weekend. I got to
leave. but I only hope for my sister's sake mom recovers soon_
Jill Berryman is a journalism major who loves her mother, really.
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• Personal safety
Better safe than sorry
Personal safety is never guaranteftl.
This is especially important for first-
year students to understand.
Universities can provide certain servic-
es: a well-lighted campus, safe transporta-
tion, self-defense classes. They can provide
police officers and ambulance personnel.
But in the end. the only one who can
watch your back is you.
Orono may not be a booming metrop-
olis. But when Maine winters hit, it gets
dark and cold early, and not many people
are around to hear you scream.
The library is a tempting place. It's
very easy to laugh with friends, feel cozy
in the furniture and decide it's really not so
far a walk to a residence hall.
It is. Don't ever walk alone at night.
Don't ever forget to lock your morn in
the hall. Drunks wander late at night and
some of them are dangerous. Public records
of women, in particular, being attacked and
raped in their own rooms indicate this.
Don't give your number casually to
people at parties. Strike up a conversation
if you're interested ; invite them to a neu-
tral place at a later date.
Don't ever assume this is Hometown.
U.S.A. You cannot judge a person's back-
ground from a chance meeting. You don't
have to be cold, but you must be cautious.
Also, information at the Department of
Motor vehicles is classified as public record.
This means anyone in the world can find
out wheee you live, your phone number,
your place of employment.
You should never live life constantly
looking over one shoulder, but at least he
sure to look around occasionally.
You can still have fun at school, for
it's the last stop befote the real world hits.
But be wise-, think twice. Stay safe.
• Administration
Hutchinson making the effort
Recently, students on campus received
a letter explaining the 'town meetings'
UMaine President Fred Hutchinson will be
holding in an effort to gain insight into the
feelings of anyone interested in attending.
These letters explain the topics that will
he discussed in the 25 proposed meetings.
The topics range from the role of the uni-
versity to the relationships between faculty,
staff, undergraduate and graduate students.
The meetings will be held at several
different times, toensure an equal oppununity
to attend will he possible. The times range
from early morning hours to evening hours.
The meetings, their topics and the times
they are available make it clear that the
university finally has a president who is
committed to seeking out and defining what
the mission of the university should be.
It is also apparent that Hutchinson,
who is spending much time and energy in
these pursuits, is interested in the opinions
and advice people from the university
coinmunity have to offer. In fact, he is
even concerned about what people around
the state feel about the university.
This attitude exemplifies the fact that
Hutchinson is not here for a new line on his
regime. He left a higher paying job to return
to Maine, and it appears that he intends to stay
for a lengthy period offline. This is shown by
the time he is investing in the 'town meetings'
and by the topics that will be discussed
If the president of the university is will-
ing to invest so much time in these meetings.
shouldn't students, faculty, staff and Maine
residents put forth the same display of ded-
ication to the university and its purpose?
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• ROTC
UMaine should close
the door on ROTC
To the Editor
I find it curious that The Maw*: Campus
has failed to inform us that were the last
campus in the University of Maine System to
keep its ties with ROTC. The University of
Southern Maine put the second to last nail in
ROTC's coffin when it banned ROTC from
as campus this fall. I can only hope that our
university will follow ia the footsteps of US M
and close the door on our hypocritical history
of allowing ROTC to remain on our campus.
Here are some questions which might
help us reach this inevitable conclusion: Is
this university, which teaches people to think
critically and for themselves, compatible
with an institution which teaches you to
blindly obey? Is this university, which has
stnngent academic faculty hiring practices
compatible with an institution which hires
and fires its academic faculty at its own will?
Is this university which believes in tolerance
and diversity compatible with an institution
that discnminates on the basis of sexual
orientation? Is this university, which creates
and believes in high, rigorous academic stan-
dards compatible with an institution that
disregards these standards in the hiring of its
professors? Is this university, which believes
that education should be accessible to every-
one, compatible with an institution that be-
lieves sacrificing your life is an equitable
payment for receiving an education?
The answer to all of these questions can
only lead to one conclusion; the University of
Maine must disassociate its ties with ROTC.
Amanda King
• Red Cross
Donations to hurricane
victims were appreciated
To the Editor:
This week over $400 was delivered to the
American Red Cross that students on the
University of Maine campus donated to
assist with the Red Cross hurricane relief
effort. We would like to express our deep
appreciation to the University of Maine stu-
dents who saw the need and responded,by
asking other students to contribute, and by
contributing themselves.
Thanks to the generosity of people
throughout our community, we have to date
raised over $40,000 to help our neighbc rs in
Florida. It is this kind of response from
people all over the nation that will allow our
friends to get back on their feet after this
devastating hurricane.
We appreciate your faith in the work of
the American Red Cross. On behalf of
disaster victims in Florida, j. would like to
give our heartfelt thanks to all of you for
your generosity.
Pamela E. Jefser.
Chapter Manager
Your letter
could be here!
If you have a complaint, a compliment
or just an opinion about something, then
write a Letter to the Editor and
let your voice be hear0.
Letters should be no longer than 250
words and may be sent to:
The Maine Campus
Suite 7A Lord Hall
Orono, ME o4469
The Maine Campus reserves the right
to edit all submissions for length,
taste and libel.
'1AINE WHERE 1i4' AND
IAPOCALYPX Flow' CoriBIQE th) YouR cv") PAcKYARP.)
• WA.R
Visible, but not violent
To the Editor:
I am a member of W.A.R. I reside in
Washington, DC and have already completed
my undergraduate degree I have seen what
goes on both on and off college campuses. My
fellow members and I are fed up with the way
women, gays. and minorities are treated (es-
pecially on campus). We are trying to do
scolething about it.
Last weekend, W.A.R. flyers were posted
by fellow inembers on your university's cam-
pus. These flyers were .meant to alert the
students on your campus to the dangers that
are everywhere. They weren't meant to single
out fraternities. Those particular flyers were
extremely visible and served our parpose. We
were in no way promoting criminal activity.
Our goal was to make students aware of
certain places that could be considered poten-
tial danger zones. We felt that this was a
creative, eye-opening approach to subjects
that are so often brushed aside.
We at W.A.R. would like the students at the
University of Maine to WAKE UP and take
action against the gay bashers. rapists and
bigots. We began our crusade with the fraterni-
ties. We did this because we know that within
those groups there exists a certain number of
close-minded, antiquated thinkers. In the fu-
ture, we plan to target every group that includes
thinkers of this. kind. We will refrain from
violence but we will be visible. Do not forget
about us. You will see us on campus.
Keep your eyes and mind open. Join in the
crusade and ta:e action against the people
who take action against us.
W.A.R. Member
DC Chapter
• P UrIA
Move over WAR, there
is a new kid on the block
To the Editor:
Our group P.U.D.. demands equal time.
Who can be P.U.D.s? any and all. Some of
us are casualties in the W.A.R. on drugs, some
of us can cuss like sailors, some of us were
Cabbage Patch Preemies. some of us are
supported by Sally Struthers, some of us are
not in our right minds. Some of us are not on
this campus some of the time while others of
us seem to be on this campus all of the time.
All of us can make a difference; some of us
can also add, multiply. and do long division.
Attention: This is not the only P.U.D. in town.
What is P.U.D. pulling? P.U.D declares
War on W.A.R.. Ham on R.Y.E., Fie on
y .o.u.
What nonsense does P.U.D. stand for
People t ising Drugs, Punks! Inless Detected,
Purple Underwear Development, Please Un-
derstand Dukakis, Pretty Useless Dude.
We P.U.D.s will not stand idle! Every time
the toilet seat is wet, the STOP sign is missing,
the pay phone is busted, the top of the salt
shaker is left unscrewed, your clothes are sto-
len. your bicycle wheel is gone, or gum is on
your chair- you can be sure some P.U.D. did it
Until then, we are no different from any
other fringe group - We Are Powerless Under
Democracy.
Signed.
Gen. Incompetence
Col. Korn
Priv. Pans
Matthew Sweney
.)
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By Car! Paul
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IF TODA Y LS YOUR B1RTHDA : Yot.
love to explore new territory and meet new
people! Extremely friendly and personable,
you enjoy having lots of company around to
share your thoughts with, solitude isn't for you,
Libra! When it comes to your health, your love
of rich and sweet foods can be your undoing.
ARIES (Mardi 21- April 19): Attempts
to distract or sidetrack you from your goals
are meaningless: you're so quick around ob-
stacles you don't have the interest to even
notice who's trying to get in the way!
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Trust is
a very precious thing between married cou-
ples this evening. It's a two-way street Choic-
es made by one partner may not be well
understood by the other. It may not be possi-
ble to get all the information and answers you
need right away. Have faith.
GEMENI (May 21 -June 20): High-prices
shopping excursions and lots of plastic flashing
are not advised when Mercury squares Neptune.
If you can spend less than your daily budget
you'll thank yourself later in the week.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Some-
thing you've always wanted may be expen-
sive, but don't let that stop you from buying it
if you're able! If you're going to spend, make
sure you get the most for your money - get the
full enjoyment out of it,
LEO (July 23- Aug. 22): As far as busi-
ness negotiations are concerned, delay is in
your interest. Don't seek immediate agree-
ment or sign any papers.
VIRGO (Aug. 23- Sepi 22): Trust yourintuition with money when Mercury squares
Neptune. Others are more intent on their own
concerns, and their distracted advice doesn't
really apply to your situation. Expect others to
wander off in pursuit of their own agenda.
LIBRA (Sept. 23- Oct. 22): Patience and
precision are needed on the job this morning.
The stars place a premium on accuracy, and
shortcuts leave part of your task uncompleted,possibly putting you in an uncomfortable posi-
tion visa-vie your co-workers.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Postpone
your judgement about the people you meet
today. It may well turn out that you can trust
them, but in the meantime there is no reasonto take a chance. Close observation puts youin a stronger position.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): Its
the facts, not an associate's interpretation ofthem, which !natter most now. Misrepresen-
tation of events makes even innocent-sound-ing pieces of information suspect. A level-headed approach is essential to the success of
all you do today.
CAPRICORN (DEC. 22 - JAN. 19) Resistthe urge to stretch the truth to cover a mistake
when Mercury squares Neptune. The quicker allthe information comes out, the better. Practical
Capricorns know how to keep a minor oversightfrom growing into a monster.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Keepyour eyes wide open for all kinds of informa-tion, but be aware that many things you hear
are untrue. Information you uncover now canhe put to profitable use!
PISCES ( Feb. 19 - March 20): The ad-
vice of others isn't worth the time it takes tohear it out. Everyone is pulling in their owndirection, no matter what they may say. Seekto create areas of independence, away formthe opinions and pressures of others.
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IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
ps are extremely important to yot.
t above all, you need a true sout-mate to be
v. Affectionate and romantic, you have a
ncy to fall in love with love, which can
ad to heartache, especially in your youth
you learn to take your time abaft getting
involved, your romantic life runs on a much
smoother course.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Play the
peacemaker and reconcile feuding friends.
You are strong enough to stand up to the
c: Mediate the dispute calmly and fairly.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): You can
find shortcuts, under and around the objec-
tions of competitors. Patience gives you an
e in financial matters and in business
43'is. New contacts provide new options.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): A inure
complete grasp of a work-related problem
puts you in front of your awriates. Team-
work may require you to slow down and wait
for others to caich up.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): A moder-
ate influence enters your chart. Stay within
your physical limits. This is not the time to
attempt to break any world records. Meet
your obligations and put off the Jest wan
tomorrow!
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): You have a
talent for turning difficult situations to your
advantage. You'll feel like taking care of
things you've been avoiding recently. You
can get much accomplished today, so get
organized, weed out the clutter and finish up
incomplete projects.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): In order to
have any hope of reaching a clear understand-
ing of your needs and priorities, you have to
get away from outside interference. Iron out
the tiny details of a large-scale project.
LIBRA (Sept. 23- Oct. 22): Worry and
stress have an undermining effect on your
vitality as you pass through a low energy
cycle. Stick with your present assignments
and goals. It's not the right time to sign up for
anything new
SCORPIO (Oct. 23- Nov. 21): Compli-
ments from family and friends are not ecripty
flattery - you've earned them. Find ways to
put people in a position to help themselves
while helping you at the same time.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec 21):
This is not time to be drawing lines in the sand.
evecally with irritable, quarrelsome friends
rumbling around. A laid-back attitude takes
some of the tension in the an - both at home
and on the job. Refuse to take anything too
senously.
CA PRICORN (Dec. 22 -Jan. 19): Put on
more flamboyant public persona this morn-
ing; calling attention to yourself and to your
work holds many benefits today! A more
aggressive attitude toward your goals may
surprise some people, but it will pay off
eN, entually.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20.. Feb. 18): Preven-
tive health care can spare you an autumn cold.A culti vated awareness of proper diet. nutrition
anti sound health habits keeps you going strong'
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Peoplewho havt been socially troublesome recentlyfade into the woodwork at least for the timebeing Re-establishing ties with old friends is
a big priority today. Step into the future with
a friend from your past.
57)oonesbury
Doonesbury
BY GARRY TRUDEAU
BY GARRY TRUDEAU
New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS
I Caper
NOVv"s
legislation
concern
ID Casaba
14 Burr or Copland
is Pitch
Is Golfer's
hole-
17 Therapeutic
treatments
20 Suffer wqh
expert
21 Reveille players
22 Two-tab dinners
for two
27 Arrow poison
35 Sannoni?er s
source
es Perfume
ingredient
34 Sharp-nosed
fish
as Race segment
36 A patois of La
37 Spanish stream
30 Avoid wedding
costs
41 Counterfeiter
catcher
42 Knockabouts
44 Caen
condiment
as From -- Z
46 Concise
47 River to the
Rhine
441 Muddle or
4e Oboes cousin
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$2 Candlemake
substance
Si Couples s
cheapest
purchase
Si Board game
with marbles
53 V-shaped roof
gutter
04 Affliction
GS Belief
54 Macho matches
Si Our nearest star
as More ancient
DOWN
Ballerina s step
2 Uncooked
3 Plural of is
4 Nix
S Fried turnover
It Old English
letter
7 Aries
$ Noah's
debarkation site
• Maltreater
10 Spanish and
Italian queens
11 The-ter section
12 Humdinger
13 Headland
IS Comes to rest
t 0 Toper
22 Compendium
23 Lacking
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2s Disclosure
30 Coterie
31 Love apple
32 Click beetle
33 F ante
30 Actress Holm
as E.lincl
Hawaiian birds
40 Fairy
43 Noblewoman
47 Spiro and family
isei Monetary unit of
Israel
Si Yugoslav city
St One hundred
Comb form
$2 Spiny +ruled fish
$3 "Help Me Make II
the
$4 Ireland to Gaels
$s Indigo
$e Bill s partne;
SO Nifiheirn ruie;
40 Purpose
61 Ankara
62 Narrow waIe;
passage Abbr
Get answers to any three cluesby touch-tone phone: 1-900-470-5656 (75c each minute)
Corrections 1
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581 -
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop I)) the office in the
basement of Lord Hall.
r-- Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about yourpersonal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,relationships, family
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days aweek, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billedto your telephone. The first minutti is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Calltoday — 1-900-726-3036.
• Mideast
Islamic Jihad reasserts
desire for War with Israel
RAFAH. Occupied Gaza Strip (AP) —
In the Al-Salam Mosque, whose name
means "peace" in Arabic. a young man
exhorted his listeners to wage holy war on
Israel.
The gathering was one of the forums the
Islamic Jihad movement has begun spon-
soring in mosques in the Gaz.a Strip to argue
against the Middle East peace talks.
Islamic Jihad — or Islamic Holy War --
is the smallest but most radical of the parties
urging the destruction of Israel and the found-
ing of an Islamic state in its placc It preach-
es that Israel's existence is an affront to
Islam.
Israeli authorities have arrested hundreds
of Islamic Jihad activists during the 4 I/2-
year-old Palestinian uprising. but the group
continues to push its philosophy of violent
opposition to Israel.
The Jihadists. known for armed attacks
and their black uniforms and green head-
bands, are trying to broaden their appeal by
sponscring discussions and rallies against
the peace talks. Tne group was one of 10
factions behind a general strike last Wednes-
day in the occupied territories opposing the
U.S.-sponsoied talks.
At the AI-Salarn mosque in Rafah. a
young mail who called himself.) ihad warned
about 60 listeners that the peace process,
centered on Israel's offer of limited autono-
my to Palestinians, was a trap.
"We are against autonomy because it
gives Israel the chance to penetrate the Arab
world in all areas of life," he said.
Another activist calling himself Nidal —
'struggle" in Arabic — said: ' 'We believe
that Palestine is the fighting line between
Islam and the forces of evil."
Both men spoke on condition of ano-
nymity and asked that no photographs be
taken.
They handed out leaflets with pictures of
Jerusalem's Harem es-Sharif, or "Noble
Sanctuary." the third holiest shrine in Is-
lam, to underline their argument that the
struggle in Palestine is important to Islam.
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ROTC disenrolls gay cadet from page 1
The ROTC debate has become a hot topic
at colleges and universities all crass the nation.
Thic debate is no a new one to the state of
Maine. Earlier this year the U ni versity of South-
cm Maine voted to iemove ROTC programs
from its campus due not only to the discrimina-
tion policy. but also due to low enrollment
That action leaves the University of Maine as
providing the only ROTC program in the state.
The university currently offers three ROTC
prugianv on campus: Army ROTC, Navy
ROTC and Air Force ROTC
tee, said the univesity has more leeway than it
believes.
"Military training was not defined in the
charter, (therefore) we can define military train-
ing as how we want to define it," he said.
Strimling advocated teaching military history
and tactics through non-military professors
instead of the ROTC programs.
UMaine Director of Equal Opportunity
Suzanne Estler said the university doesn't like
or agrm with the policy, but is following a
higher law.
University of Maine Non-discrimination policies
The University of Maine is committed to a living, learning
arm working envi7onment fully inclusive of the diverse
populations it serves. Thus, the University shall not dis-
criminate and shall comply with applicable laws prohibit-
ing discrimination on the grounds of race, color, religion,
sex, sexual orientation, national origin or citizenship, sta-
tus, age, handicap, or veteran status in employment, F.` C.4 u-
cation, and all other areas of the University.
Consistent with this policy, the University has a respon-
sibility to: (1) provide a IN, ing, learning and working envi-
ronment free of harassment, (2) provide reasonable ac-
commodation to assure the fullest possible participation
of persons with disabilities in the educational and em-
ployment life (Di the University, (3) assure employment
and educational practices free of discrimination, and (4)
provide full and impartial investigation of concerns re-
garding discrimination in these categories in any area of
the University.
Opponents of the ROTC's gay discrimina-
tion policy say the university is simply being
hypocritical by not enforcing its own non-dis-
crimination policy and abolishing the programs
from caniptv. University officials say they're
against gay discrimination but are fulfilling their
founding charter and obeying federal law.
Removing the program from the Universi-
ty of Maine isn't as easy as just voting it off
campus. The University of Maine was founded
in 1862 under the Morrill Act making it a land
grant university and requiring it to offer mili-
tary training and education toils students. Due
to its land-grant obligations, officials say the
university must have ROTC on zampus to
fulfill its founding charter.
Ethan Strimling, a senior history major and
member of the Maine Peace Action Commit-
"We don't have to like its- she said. 'The
simplest version is technically federal law su-
persedes university policy."
"It's a reality of life. We have a situation in
which federal law policy differs from that of
the university and it affects one area of the
university, not all areas," she said.
"It's an awful situation because the univer-
sity has the non-discrimination policy to pro-
vide access to all its programs to all its students.
The elimination of the program would not
serve the student who want to get in it.
"I think the issue is having the Department
of Defense change their policy," she said.
The Air Force ROTC could not comment
under the Privacy Act protecting cadets.
The university is currently discussing the
matter with Snow.
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Fashion
am Young warns
of short skirls, shorts
PROVO, Utah (AP) — It all started with
a seemingly harmless concession to modern
fashion two years ago, when straight-laced
Brigham Young University decided to al-
low knee-length shorts
Now it's possible to catch a glimpse of
thigh on the Mormon ciunpus and students
are being warned the rising hemlines on
shorts and skirts must subside.
"You can find some girls whose shorts
are much too short," said President Rex E.
Lee. lie later asked that his remark be amend-
to include male students as well.
Lee said violators aren't expelled nor is
their tuition raised if their hemlines aren't
lowered. But they may lose other privileges.
A sign at the Harold B. Lee Library states
that. beginning Oct. 1, it will "only serve
those students who abide by the honor code. "
Other encouragement comes from a poster
showing young men and women in knee-
length shorts standing around a red sports car.
The caption says, "Don't sell yourself short"
The license plate on the car reads: " 2TNEF7 "
Students are encouraged to confront vi-
olators and, if necessary. turn them in to the
Honor Code Council for counseling.
All but about 5 percent of BYU's 27,000
students are members of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints, and all must sign
the honor code promising to uphold the
basic tenets of the Mormon faith and abstain
from tobacco, alcohol, drugs, premarital sex,
tea and coffee.
A pamphlet for new students says re-
vealing clothing is prohibited and that shorts
and skirts should be "knee-length or low-
er." Men may not sport long hair beards.
The 1990 change in the dress code ai-
lowed both women and men to wear knee-
length shorts. Previously, women could wear
slacks or skirts and men were required to
wear trousers.
The school's pioneer namesake has even
had tonsorial treatment on campus. While the
most popular photographs of Brigham Young
show him with long hair and a grand heard,
his statue by the administration building de-
picts him as clean-shaven and neatly trimmed.
On a recent afternoon, perhaps a dozen
students among hundreds bustling around the
campus commons wore shorts or skirts that
ranged from just above the knee to midthigh
-- modest by most standards hut not BYt I's.
Christy Rawls, 18. hiding her bare legs
under a stack of books and folded sweater,
giggled and blushed when asked about the
rnidthigh hemline of her Bermuda shorts.
"I just knew I shouldn't have won i these
shorts." Rawls said.
She conceded that exposing too much
thigh can lead to awkward encounters.
"It's kind of embarrassing to have a guy
walk up to you and tell you your shorts are
too short," she said.
While most students seem to support and
comply with the dress code, some say the
school might be indulging in a double stan-
dard. Recent letters to the editor in the stu-
dent newspaper questioned the propriety of
the short skirts worn by BYLI cheerleaders
— given the dress-code for other students.
Jean Taylor, honor code assistant to the
dean of student life, said the moral climate is
what sets the school apart from most other
colleges.
"It's so refreshing to see women who
aren't flaunting their bodies," she said.
Three female students sitting outside the
campus center — all in pants — said the chaste
climate is the reason they attended BYI
"Nobody's trying to cut into your lice-
doms," said Gina Clark, an 18-year-old
fieshrian. "They're te,aching us a I festyle. • '
Just because you have to
doesn't mean you will. 
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Orenduff from page 1
Southwest Texas State University.
Orenduff was one of the four final candi-
dates. along with Hutchinson, in last year's
search for a president to succeed Dr. Dale
Lick at the University of Maine.
He received his bachelor's degree in
philosophy at the University of Texas. He
earned iiis master's degree at the University
of New Mexico, and his Ph.D. at Tulane
University.
"We feel that Dr. Orenduff is highly
qualified for the position," Hutchinson said.
Woodbury has named Sue A. Huseman.
provost and vice president of academic af-
fairs at the 11 niversity of Maine Farmington,
to serve as interim president of that campus.
Dr. Thomas L. Isenhour has been ap-
pointed to the new position of Dean of Facul-
ty at Ai IBG; he also `  egan his duties Sept. IS.
His three-year appointment is under ap-
proval of the At IBG Board of Trustees.
Isenhour will be in charge of overseeing
the faculty, and will work with the UMaine
staff in coordinating the curriculum, James
A. Sherburne, Director of International Pro-
grams said.
Isenhour's appointment was made by
Hutchinson and acting AUBG President
Charles F. Rauch. who filled Laverty 's place
until Orenduff took over.
Isenhour makes the change to the Al! BG
after leaving Kansas State University, where
he was professor of chemistry and former
dean of the College of Arts and Sciences.
Parking from page 1
Miller addressed this issue by saying
UMaine is a campus meant to be "hiked"
around and "there are plenty of empty spac-
es around campus"
"Nothing else can be
done." —Brent
Littlefield, president of
Student Government
"I have amassed three parking tickets so
far this year because I can almost never find
a parking spot even remotely close to my
residence hall...I've had to park illegally on
many occasions," one student said.
"Student government is constantly argu-
ing for more convenient parking, but we are
way toe short of funding for the $4.000 a
space it would require," Brent Littlefield,
president of Student Government, said.
"I myself had offered a proposal to
make the parking system all inclusive,
meaning that everyone from commuters to
faculty would have the same parking de-
cals and would not have special parking
lots,- he said.
Littlefield said it would end the current
class system of parking and the preferential
treatment of employees of the university.
The proposal was rejected, but Little-
field said he has not given up.
"Nothing else can be done. Almost every
university has similar problems," he said.
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The Campus
Sports Ticker
SportsNews 
• Maine mens' soccer
The I o, elsa \ of Maine women's soc-
cer team tell to 1-6 on the season (0-2 in the
North Atlantic Conference), dropping a
pair of games over the weekend.
The Catamounts got all the scoring they
needed at the 6:16 mark of the first half
when Franca DiCrescenzo scored on a cor-
ner kick that bounced off the cross bar.
Shelley Addison assisted on the play.
Vermont's Cheryl Reed scored the sec-
orxi goal ofthe contestat 32:20 of the first half.
The Black Bears then lost Sunday to
Colgate, falling by a 2-1 count.
Rhonda Pelkey gave UMaine a 1-0 lead
at the 20:17 mark of the first half after
stealing a free kick from a Colgate player. It
was Pelkey's second goal of the season.
The UMaine women's tennis team con-
tinued to roll past the opposition, claiming a
9-0 victory over Salem State College.
The Black Bears have won iltice out of
their last four matches to improve to 4-5 on
the season. The results from Sunday's vic-
tory were as follows.
Singles: Tara Krouse (UMaine) def.
Suzi Hickey 6-0, 6-1; Jen Goldstein
(UMaine) def. Kerri O'Donnell 6-0, 6-2;
Jen Grinnell (UMaine) def. Gia Ferullo 7-6,
6-0; Wendy Semonian (UMaine) def. Lau-
teen McGonigle 7-6(8-6), 6-0; Laura Hol-
loway (UMaine) def. Lacinda Giaquinto 6-
3.6-1: Jen Roper (UMaine) def. Nancy
Kirwan 6-1, 6-2:
Doubles: Krouse-Grinnell (UMaine)
def. Hickey-O'Donnell 6-3,6-2:Goldstein-
Holloway (UMaine) def. Ferullo-McGoni-
gle 6-0, 6-1; Semonian-Gillette (UMaine)
def. GiNuinto-Kirwan 2-6, 6-0, 6-3.
Golf Team takes flusson-
Invitational
Ko in Ireland placed first
with a 74, while teammate Jay Livingston
fired a 75 to finish second as the UMaine
golf team won the Husson Invitational Fri-
day afternoon in Hermon.
The Black Bears finished with a final tally
of 3 i 3, easily outdistancing Maine-Farm-
ington (332) and Bates (334) for first place.
UMaine. Baseball doses„ •
out fall season.
!he l'Nlaine baseball team finished up
their fall schedule with a pair of Blue/White
intrasquad games at Mahaney Diamond.
On Friday, Steve Puleo went 4-4 with
tiu-ee RBI in leading the Blue to an 8-4
victory. Pule° had two doubles and a tri-
ple, while Justin Tomberlin went 3-4 with
three runs scored.
Then Saturday, the Blue team made it
two out of two, winning 4-3 in ten innings.
Chad White homered in the bottom of
the tenth to win it for the Blue. White was
the offensive leader for the Blue with two
seals and three runs scored.
17
• UMaine men's soccer wins pair
• Field hockey earns split
• Pittsburgh Pirates clinch East
Soccer team cruises over Drexel, Deleware
By Chris Castellano off the University of Delaware 24) Sunday. from Tim Dean, faked out the goalie andSports Writer The wins gave the Black Bears their put one to the right of the goaltender for athird home victory of the year and fourth 1-0 lead.Thanks in part to a large Black Bear overall. The goal was Dunphy second of the yearcrowd and good goaltending by Seb UMaine now stands with a 4-1- I record, and his seven points rank him second on theD' Appolonia, the University of Maine men's 3-1 in North Atlantic Conference play. team.soccer team swept a pair of North Atlantic The Black Bears scored the only goal "It was a good goal," UMaine coachcontests this weekend, of the Drexel contest at the 35:56 mark of Jim Dyer said. "Ile won a ball that wasn'tFirst, they defeated a pesky Drexel Uni- the first half when first-year midfielderN ersity team 1-0 Friday afternoon, then held Mike Dunphy controlled a loose ball pass
tiMaine's Paulo Nunes scraps for the ball versus Drexel Saturday. (Lachowsky photo.)
scc SOCCER on page 18
• UMaine field hockey
Black Bears split pair. in overtime
By Colleen Ryan
Sports Writer
The University of Maine field hockey
team °pern'd up their home schedule with a
1-0 victory over Colgate University on Sat-
urday afternoon at Lengyel Field.
The Black Bears came into the game
sporting a record of 1-3-1(0-0 in conference
play) and looking for a victory.
With the loss of five seniors, this year's
team, "is very young," UMaine field hockey
coach Terry Kix said. "We have two fresh-
man starting on the front line along with
senior (but in her first year of field hockey)
Carrie Goodhue."
UMaine started the first half off slowly
with Colgate taking over early and dominat-
ing their right side of the field.
"Coming into the game today, we
wanted to generate a strong right side
attack," Kix said. "The first half we
weren't as strong but going into the sec-
ond half we readjusted and focused on
what we had to do."
The Black Bears played to a scoreless tie
in regulation play, so the game went into
overtime.
UMaine got the ball and surged up the
held to the goal. At the 10:42 mark of OT,
first-year player Jody Castonguay put the
ball past senior goalkeeper Michelle Smith.
The goal was called back due to a foul in
the circle. This caused the Black Bears to put
the pressure on.
With aggressive playing from the goal-
keeping all of the way up to the forward line,
UMaine was on the attack. Goodhue took
the corner and the rest of the team took their
positions around the circle.
First-year midfielder Margaret Henrick
stopped the ball to set it up so sophomore
midfielder Michelle Gallan could shoot on
goal. Gallan pushed the ball toward senior
forward Lesa Densmore.
See FIELD HOCKEY on page 18
• Column .
Can you trade
the whole team?
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
Reliable of Murphy's
Law has once again struck
our beloved Red Sox this
season, and not even Fa-
ther Guido Sarducci's at-
tempted 'exorcism' of Fenway Park the
other day will be able to help this motley
crew.
If some of you are not familiar with
Murphy's Law, it goes something like this:
There was this old dude named Murphy
(not ex-Brave Dale, I presume) who had all
sorts of problems. You know, the wife nagged
him all the time, hated his job, things like
that. So the people who make these "laws"
(University of Maine administrators, I think)
were kind enough to name one after our
Sec COLUMN on page 18
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• rnliege football
Washington is college
football's new number one
By Rick Warner
AP Football Writer
Washington replaced Miami as the No. 1
team in college football Sunday following
the Hurricanes' unimpressive 8-7 win over
Arizona.
The Huskies had the weekend off, but
were boosted to the top spot in The Associat-
ed Press poll when the Hurricanes barely
survived against 27-point underdog Arizona,
which just missed a 51-yard field goal at-
tempt on the final play of the game.
Washington (3-0), which shared the na-
tional title with Miami last season, received
44 first-place votes and 1,525 points from a
nationwide panel of sports writers and broad-
casters. Miami (3-0) was second with 12
first-place votes and 1,471 points.
It was a dramatic reversal from the previ-
ous week, when Miami received 43 first-
place votes and Washington 15.
"I'm surprised," Washington coach Don
James said. "It wasn't as a result of anything
we did; it's because of something Arizona
and Miami did. I know it will motivate two
groups of people. I know it will motivate our
opponents, and I hope it will motivate our
team.
"It's hard to respond with anything color-
ful because it doesn't mean anything until the
end of the year. We still have to go out and
beat USC this week."
Miami coach Dennis Erickson wasn't
surprised that the Hurricanes fell to No. 2.
"That's probably how I would have vot-
ed, too," he said. "We should have dropped
in the polls playing a game like that."
Things don't get any easier for Miami in
the next two weeks, when the Hurricanes
play No. 3 Florida State and No. 8 Penn State.
"This game between us and Florida State
is more important than being No. 1," Erick-
son said. 'There are a lot of games left."
It is the first time Washington has been
ranked Nc. 1 in the AP poll since 1984, when
the Huskies held the top spot for four weeks
before losing to Southern Cal. Washington
See WASHINGTON on page 19
Soccer
from page 17
cleared and did a good job of scoring the
goal."
Although the Black Bears were outshot
in the game by an 11-8 disadvantage, their
defense played extremely well in denying
the Dragons any goals.
"It was a defensive battle," 1-)yer said.
"Our defense played well enough to pull out
the win."
In the process, D'Appolonia recorded
his fourth shutout of the season, and the
ninth of his career.
The shutout was also his second of the
season against a NAC opponent.
Sunday. D'Appolonia picked another
shutout as the Black Bears downed Dela-
ware, 2-0.
First-year sensation Jake Ouimet notched
his team-high sixth goal of the season at the
36:59 mark of the first half. Tim Dean assist-
ed on the play.
Another first-year standout, Jared Mor-
se, tallied the only other goal of the contest,
breaking away one-on-one against Blue Hens
goalie Mark Pulcan and smoking the shot
past him to the left. The goal came at the I
86:31 mark in the second half.
Black Bear Notes:
* Senior Back Peter Ellef sustained a
severely sprained ankle in the win against
Drexel. It's not yet known how much time
he will miss.
*D'Appolonia lowered his goals-against
average down to 0.67 after the pair of shut-
outs. He has given up only four goals in six
games.
* The Black Bears 3-1 NAC start is their
best since they went 4-1 in league play in
198 and shared the conference title.
I SUGARLOAF .
i
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Red Sox column from page 17
buddy Murphy. It simply states, "Whatever
can go wrong, will."
Sure sounds like the Red Sox to me.
So anyway, Murphy's Law has arrived
in Boston early this season, and it doesn't
look like it is leaving for a while. If you sat
down and took a look at the Red Sox roster
in preseason, it probably wouldn't look that
bad.
I mean, you'd think either Phil Plantier
or Mo Vaughn would be capable of a mini-
mum of 30 homers between them based on
their collective peifonnance last season.
They have 21 with a week left. Both ended
up at Pawtucket at one time or another while
crawling their way into skipper Butch Hob-
son's extra-large doghouse.
But Vaughn is about as sour.d defen-
sively at first base as Matt Young is at
pitcher (not very), while Plantier has been
whining about a mysterious "elbow prob-
lem" ever since American League pitchers
discovered he couldn't come within a yard
of anything that had a wrinkle in it.
• To paraphrase former Democratic vice-
presidential candidate Lloyd Bentsen (in the
words of Hobson), "I had an elbow injury. I
played with an elbow injury, and you, Phil
Plan tier, don't have an elbow injury." I'd be
willing to bet that Plantier's pride hurts
more than any alleged physical problem he
may have.
But Plantier aryl Vaughn aren't even the
tip of the iceberg as far as the Red Sox
failures go. Since our motto already has the
ring of late night TV (Father Guido is an ex-
Saturday Night Live cast member), we might
as well steal a page from David Letterman's
book.
Hence, a Top 5 reasons (space limita-
tions prevent 10, although I could easily
come up with them) why the Red Sox suck
rotten eggs in '92
5. Jack Clark spent the money he was
supposed to use for a hitting coach on a
Lamborghini.
4. Mike Gardiner suddenly turned into
Wes Gardner.
3. Jody Reed thought he was the major's
only 150-lb power hitter
2. Tony Pena's bat slowed down so much
it now equals his footspeed (Slooww)
1. Wadc Boggs spent more time talking
to official scorers than he spent running the
bases
O.K. so maybe some of it is exaggerated,
but it has been one hell of a lousy year by any
stretch of the imagination. Things really
couldn't have been any worse.
Even or Murphy would agree with that.
Field Hockey from page 17
Densmore was tripped in front of the
goal by a Colgate player so the Black Bears
were awarded a penalty stroke with 7:54 left
in the first sudden-death overtime.
Densmore flipped the ball over Red
Raiders goalkeeper Michelle Smith's
head to give UMaine the 1-0 victory on
the day. It was Densmore's fourth goal of
the season.
The North Atlantic Conference's 1991
Rookie of the Year, sophomore goalkeeper
Mary Lou Winstel, stopped 11 of Colgate's
shots, while Smith turned away 16 of the
Black Bears attempts.
UMaine outshot the Red Raiders 23-15
and also held the advantage in penalty cor-
ners with a difference of 13-4.
This victory gave the Black Bears a 2-3-
1 record on the season and a positive outlook
for the match-up against eighth ranked Prov-
idence on Sunday at Cape Elizabeth High
School at 2 p.m.
"Providence is ranked eighth in the coun-
try," Kix said. "We have a strong confidence
going into tomorrow's game because of the
win today. All we can do is give our best
effort and anything can happen."
Something did happen, The Black Bears
didn't win, but were successful in holding
the Friars to only one goal in the match.
The Black Bears were defeated 1-0. With
6:27 remaining in the first half, the Friars
had a penalty corner. Kristen Mannheim put
the ball past Winstel off of a pass from
Lynne Campbell.
Providence had the advantage in both
shots and penalty comers with 26-11 and
14-6 margins.
Winstel turned away 22 of the Friars
attempts and Providence goalkeeper Gina
Martiniello stopped 11 of UMaine's shots.
This moved the Black Bears to a 2-4-1
record on the season.
UMaine next faces the North Atlantic
Conference foz University of Delaware Blue
Hens Friday Oct. 2 at Lengyel Field. Game
time is 3:30 p.m.
Black Bear Notes: Starting sophomore
back Tammy Bai rows who was injured in
the game versus Boston College with a
direct hit to the knee cap is still on the
sidelines undergoing treatment.
Air Force ROTC units filled to capacity...
....NOT!
Don't believe everything you hear. The Air Force
continues to seek outstanding students to fill future officer
requirements. See yourself becoming a leader, graduatingfrom college as an Air Force officer with fully developedqualities of character and managerial ability. Notice, too, theopportunities. like eligibility for scholarship programs that canpay tuition, textbooks, fees - even $100 in tax-free incomeeach academic month.
Visualize a crisp uniform that reflects pride in yourselfand your ability to accept challenge. Get the picture? Nowmake a call!
Contact Captain Ken Burgess at 581-1384 or stop by164 College Avenue on the UMaine campus.
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finished first in last year's USA Today-CNN
coaches' poll, but Miami won the AP cham-
pionship.
Florida State (4-0) received four first-
place votes and 1,431 points in this week's
poll after beating Wake Forest 35-7.
Michigan (2-0-1) remained No. 4 after
routing Houston 61-7, idle Texas A&M (4-0)
stayed No. 5, and Notre Dame (3-0-1) re-
mained No. 6 after blanking Purdue 48-0.
Tennessee (4-0) moved up one spot to No.
7after clobbering Cincinnati 40-0, and Penn
state (4-0) climbed one notch to No. 8 with a
49-13 rout of Maryland.
Alabama (4-0) dropped two spots to No.
9 after struggling to beat Louisiana Tech 13-
0, and Colorado (4-0) stayed No. 10 after
beating Iowa 28-12.
Texas A&M and Alabama each received
one first-place vote.
UCLA is 11th, followed by Ohio State,
Florida, Virginia. Nebraska, Georgia, Syra-
cuse, Stanford, Oklahoma, Southern Cal,
North Carolina State, Boston College, Geor-
gia Tech, Mississippi State and Clemson.
Georgia Tech (2-1), which dropped out of
the poll after losing to Virginia last week,
moved back into the Top 25 after beating
Clemson 20-16 Saturday. The loss dropped
Clemson (1-2) nine spots to No. 25.
Idle Mississippi State (2-1), which was
unranked last week, rose to No. 24. Kansas
(3-1) fell out of the Top 25 after losing to
California 27-23.
• Davis Cup tennis
McEnroe says watch out
By Mike Nadel
AP Sports Writer 
Stefan Edberg and Anders Jarryd.
'the doubles win, coupled with Friday's
singles victories by Jim Courier over Nicklas
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Congratula- Kulti and Andre Agassi over Edberg, gave thetions, Switzerland, on your Davis Cup semi- U.S. team a 3-0 lead in the best-of-5 semifinal.final victory over Brazil. Now, John McEn-
roe says, prepare to lose. son 
Sti it lay' s singles matches — Magnus Lars-
healing Courier 2-6, 7-6 (8-6), 7-6 (7-5)
' Decisively. and A eassi meeting Kulti — became mean-
"I think it's the first time they've ever been ingless exhibitions as the U.S. team beganin the final, so it ineans a lot to them," McEn- looking ahead to a Swiss team that depends
roe said. "But I suspect that well win 5-0." solely on Jakob I Ilasek and Marc Rosset.
McEnroe helped get the United States to "Jakob has beaten me a couple of times in
the Dec. 4-6 final at Fort Worth, Texas. singles. I le's had a couple of victories against
teaming with Pete Sainpras for Saturday's me in doubles. Rosset had a big victory against
dramatic, five-set triumph over Sweden's Courier in the Olympics," McEnroe said.
*PGA
Daly finally snaps slump, wins B.C. Open
By William Kates
AP Sports Writer
ENDICOTT, N.Y. (AP) — John Daly
took control of the final round early and
coasted to a six-stroke victory in the B.C.
Open on Sunday, his first tour win since he
powered his way to a shocking triumph in
the 1991 PGA Championship.
Daly closed with a 66 to finish with an
18-under 266 total at the En-Joie Golf Club,
one stroke shy of Calvin Peete's tournament
record, set in 1982.
Making his first appearance at the B.C.
Open, Daly earned $144,000 from the purse of
$800,000. His previous best finish this year
was a second-place tie at the Kemper Open.
A foursome of golfers— Ken Green, the
first-round leader, 1990 B.C. Open champi-
on Nolan Henke, Jay Haas and Joel Edwards
— finished second at 272.
Keith Clearwater was next at 10-under
274, and Rocco Mediate and Jay Delsing
shared seventh with 275 totals. Mediate
closed with a 66.
Daly, who tied for second with an open-
ing round 67 and took over first place in the
second round with a 66, played another
faultless round on Sunday to shake Henke
and Phil Mickelson, who began the day two
SIGMA NU
4172
RUSH SCHEDULE
Monday Sept 28: MEXICAN
Tuesday Sept 29: PASTA
Wednesday Sept 30: BBQ
fiA ALL RUSH FUNCTIONS
BEGIN AT 5:00 PM
Located behind
Dunn Hall
Any Questions?
Call 581-4167
And ask for
Brian Nathan
strokes back.
The leaders played in a steady rain until
the seventh hole, when the skies finally
cleared after two days of rain.
Daly, 26, of Castle Rock, Colo., made
five birdies —including three of the course's
four par-5s -- and for the third straight
round did not have a bogey. His only bogey
occurred on the seventh hole during Thurs-
day's first round.
After having a birdie putt lip out on the first
hole, Daly rebounded with a 2-foot putt on No.
2 to move to 14-under. Henke. Daly's closest
pursuer, came back with a birdie on the next
hole to cut Daly's lead back to two strokes.
Daly birdied the par-5 fifth and seventh
holes to widen his edge to four strokes and
was never again challenged.
Henke pulled to within three strokes
with a short birdie on No. 9, but he dropped
the stroke two holes later when he bogeyed.
Mickelson. who started the day in a sec-
ond-place tie at 1 I -under, kept the score-
keeper busy with an up-and-down round
that saw him card an eagle and three birdies
as well as six bogeys and a triple bogey.
Mickelson dropped out of the hunt almost
immediately with back-to-hack bogeys to
start. He finished 5-over for the day and at 6-
under for the tournament.
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* Major league baseball
Sparky wins 1,132nd game; Pirates clinch East
Tigers 13, Indians 3
DETROIT (AP) Sparky Anderson
became the winningest manager in Detroit
history as Cecil Fielder, Rob Deer and Mick-
ey Tettleton homered in the Tigers' 13-3
rout of Cleveland on Sunday.
Anderson, in his 14th season as the Ti-
gers' manager, won his 1,132nd game. He
moved past Hughie Jennings, who managed
the team from 1907 through 1920.
Deer hit a three-run double in the first
inning. He hit his 33rd home run, a solo shot,
in the fifth.
Tettleton Int a three-run homer, his 32nd,
during a five-run third inning. Fielder hit his
34th home run, a two-run drive in the sixth.
Walt Terrell (7-10) pitched seven in-
nings, allowing three runs on eight hits. He
walked two and struck out four.
Jos o Mesa (7-12) lasted just two-plus
innings. He gave up seven runs on five hits
and four walks.
White Sox 3, Angels 2
CHICAGO (AP) — Frank Thomas sin-
gled home the winning run in the 11th in-
ning for his career-high 110th RBI, and the
Chicago White Sox beat the California An-
gels 3-2 Sunday.
Thomas delivered with the bases loaded
and no outs. Dale Sveum and Steve Sax
singled and Tim Raines wallod, and 'Tho-
mas singled on the first pitch from Chuck
Crim (7-6).
Thomas, who singled home a run in the
first inning, had 10-) RBIs last year, his first
full season in the majors.
Roberto Hernandez (7-3) pitching four
scoreless innings. He gave up three hits.
Mark Langston pitched the first 10
innings for California, giving up two runs
on four hits. He struck out 11 and walked
one.
White Sox starter Charlie Hough. going
his 203rd career victory, gave up two runs
oil five hits in seven innings.
Pirates 4, Mets 2
PITTSBURGH (AP) — The Pittsburgh
Pirates enjoyed winning the NL East cham-
pionship so much the last two years, they
decided it was a feat worth repeating.
The Pirates became the first team since
Philadelphia in 1976-78 to win three straight
NL East titles, beating the New York Mets
4-2 Sunday behind Danny Jackson to win
their league-record ninth championship since
divisional play began in 1969.
Jackson pitched six-hit ball over seven-
plus innings and Jay Bell drove in two runs
as the Pirates swept the three-game series to
improve to 13-2 against the Mets. The Pi-
rates certainly didn't back into their title:
they're 19-7 so far this month and have won
nine of their last 11, and 11 of 14.
Minutes before Pittsburgh's victory, sec-
ond-place MontreP1 stayed mathematically
alive with a 1-0 win over Chicago. But then
Pirates clinched it in their final home game
of the season.
Cardinals 8, Phillies
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Rheal Corm-
ier pitched a four-hitter for his sixth straight
win Sunday as the St. Louis Cardinals de-
feated Philadelphia 8-1 in the first game of
a doubleheader, snapping the Phillies six-
game winning streak.
Cormier (9-10) struck out tea and didn't
walk a batter in pitching his third complete
game of the season. The only run he allowed
was unearned.
The Phillies took a 1-0 lead in the first,
but the Cardinals came back with four un-
earned runs in the second against Brad Brink
(0-4).
With the bases loaded and two outs.
Cormier hit a ball that either center fielde
Stan Javier or right fielder Torn Marsh coal(
have caught. Both players pulled up shor
and the ball went off Marsh's glove. Thret
runs scored and Connier reached third. Ht
scored when Chuck Can followed with at
RBI single.
Twins 4, Royals 0
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — John Smile)
gave up five hits— none of them to George
Brett — as the Twins stayed barely alive in
the AL West with a 4-0 win Sunday over the
Kansas City Royals.
The game started with Oakland's magic
number at one, meaning a Minnesota loss or
an Oakland win would give the A's their
fourth AL West title in five years.
Brett began and ended the day with 2,996
hits and has seven games to join Robin
Yount as this year's additions to the 3,000-
hit club.
Siniley (15-9) won his first game in
nearly a month. He struck out five and
walked none in his second shutout, getting
all the offense he needed from Shane Mack's
two-run homer in the first.
Chris Haney (4-5) walked seven in 5 2-
3 innings and allowed five hits.
Maine
 COmpus classifieds
 
Stop by the basement of Lord
Hall for yèur classified ad.---
help wanted
rWanted: Responsible persons tobecome phonathon associates.
Excellent pay, on campus,
telemarketing expecience helpful,
not necessary will train right
individuals. Workstudy and non-
workstudy positions. Apply now at
Crossland Alumni Center
Students wanted to promote
weekend trips to Montreal. Skiing
and whitewater rafting also avail-
able. Call Coiled (514)861-3335.
EMERGENCY! Expanding company
needs hard working reliable stu-
dents to mail our diet brochures
from home/Dorm. Earn up to $200
PT or $1,000 FT. Employees Needed
Immediately! For job application
send Self-addressed stamped
envelope: Colossal Marketing,
Employee Processing, PO Box
291140 Port Orange, FL 32129
$252.50 sell 50 funny, college T-
shirts & make $252.50. No finan-
cial obligation. A risk free program.
Avg. sales time 4-6 hours. Choose
from 18 designs. For more info.
call free 1-800-733-3265.
Attractive male and female
wanted for exotic dancing serious
inquiries only Exotica 947-4406.
Campus Reps Wanted Heatwave
Vacations Spring Break 1993 The
best rates and the biggest commis-
sions for more information, call
800-395-WAVE.
Travel Free!  Sell the most reliable
spring break packages! Jamaica,
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida! Best
commissions/service! Call 1-800-
426-7710.
Figure Skating Instructors
wanted. Call Betty at t_81 -1103.
miscellaneous
LSAT-GMAT-MCAT-GRE
KAP LAN
The answer to the test question
1-80G-KAP-TEST
ADOPTION. Loving couple wish to
share our lives with a newborn.
Call Joyce/Jerry. 1-800-831-0187
Paintball players wanted. Trying
to start a club for weekends, call
581-3020
Seamstress: Over 20 yrs. experi-
ence, replace zippers, hemming,
etc, Will pick up + deliver. Call
Jeanne 827-5115
SCHOLAR:it-US-Eve!! y student
eligible. Student Scholarship
Services, 1323 S. State Rd 7, #424,
N. Laud, FL 33068
Gorgeous male and female exotic
dancers for birthdays special
occasions & parties call Exotica
947-4406.
AFS Returnees, your are wanted for
local AFS functions. If at all inter-
ested: leave message at 866-4794.
Men wanted personal growth group
to begin Oct. 14 6-8 pm Orono $20/
per session 10 sessions call 866-4717
Don "GROWTH OPTIONS"
TICKETS wanted to see
Garth Brooks. Will pay top $. Call
x7205 Any info about getting
tickets greatly appreciated.
STOLEN: Uniden radar detector 9/
24 outside lib. between 6&8 pm.
Any info. Ray 947-2471. Reward
of
roommates
F Roommate wanted to share
apartment 2 mi. from campus
153/month heat & hot water
i;)cluded 827-6818 667-6256
Room w/house privileges, Old
Town, $220+phone, $150 sec.
dep. Call 827-3694.
Roommate wanted-male non-
smoker. $185/mo util included. 5
min walk to campus. 866-7064.
Looking for two roommates to
share house in Old Town starting
ASAP $220 includes all but phone
caii early before 9 am or after 10
827-3694
lost & found
FOUND: Brass pendant in tne
shape of the sun. Found outside
the library 9/20. Call x6829.
LOST: Gold bracelet w/inscribtion
w/Ana Lucia lost 9/24 581-6302.
The Maine Campus offers free
lost & found ads. All you have to
do is stop by Lord Hall or call 581-
1273, Mon-Thurs 9am- 5pm & Fri
10am-4pm.
or sale
Beautiful Old Town Ranch Don't
miss out on this one! Located in
one of Old Town's finest neighbor-
hoods, this lovely ranch has mod-
ern kitchen, dining area, living
room with fireplace, three bed-
rooms, large two car garage,
finished basement with playroom +
extra bedroom-plus-in-ground
pool. Low, low heat costs + low
taxes. Priced at $89,900. J.F.
Singleton
-942--8261, eves. Elmer
Saltzman
-945-5059.
Used Mt bike Bridgestone MB6 best
entry level Mt bike on market good
cond extras added $250 call x4158
apartments
ORONO furnished 1 bedroom plus
storage Main Rd, $.100,/rro plus heat
Sec/Dep. References. Call 866-5518.
ORONO. WASHBURN PLACE.
$660/Mo. AVAILABLE JANUARY 1,
1993. W/D hookup. Luxury 2 BR
Townhome. Incl. heat, water, sewer.
No Pets. Sec. Dep. One year lease
Close to campus. Call 945-6955.
STILLWATER-5 BR 2 bath
townhouse, heat, water, & sewer
included $800/mo. For details &
application call Jane, PI Realty
Management 942-4815.
EAST CORINTH, spacious, clean,
bedroom apartment. Main Road,
$325 + heat. S2curity. 989-4068
